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If you were gay in my high school, you had fewer
friends because of it. It was perfectly normal
behaviour to call someone a fag, talk to them
with a lisp, make fun of them in gym class. And
so a guy in my class killed himself because his
parents didn't want him, his friends saw him
as a weird novelty, and his bullies made life a
constant reminder of those things.
So Generation X -- straights and queers
alike -- banded together and fought down
the ignorance, by calling it out wherever they
saw it -- gay jokes, bullying, legal policies
against gay rights. Strength in numbers denormalized making gays feel wrong. (Accept
among the ignorant.)
Cue to my daughter's millennial generation.
They've rightfully moved along to even
more marginalized communities like
transgendered individuals. I love it. If you
can't wrap your mind around a woman
identifying as a man, and cutting her breasts
off, then your mind is small, and you didn't
study broadly enough at university -- take a
few psychology or humanities courses. The
Transgender community has always been
among us, we just didn't make them feel
safe and welcome until now.

The new populace, me
included, is overwhelmed
with too much information.
What got a month-worth
of media attention in 1997,
gets a day in 2017.

But the transgender community -- or
any modern cause, like US gun control
-- is never going to get the united rally
of like-minded people that women, blacks,
and queers got before them, mostly because
the world has changed between the last great
cause and these newer ones.
We live online now, so we see the world's
injustices at a length; We're less directly
affected by them. Worse still, we're too
bombarded -- every single day -- with so
much information, that by the time we sort
out what pissed us off today, there's a new
layer of shit in our phones to piss us off the
very next day. It affects the amount and
duration of attention devoted to any one
cause, doesn't it?
When I was my daughter's age, 20 years ago,
there was no internet. The 2 hours a day we
now spend on the internet are 2 fewer hours
we have to physically interact in the real
world and change the place. All the bitching
we do about city council is on Facebook, and
Mayor O'Keefe isn't reading your Facebook
statuses. So it's changing nothing. Say it to
his face though, and he'll listen.

And the 2 hours a day we now spend staring at
our phones equate to 2 more hours of shit we
know about, scattering our focus on any one
thing in the real world. How much shit can we
really process, and act on, and care about?
I've never smiled so big about my daughter
as I did the day she marched at the local Slut
Walk. I know that. What I don't know, is how
her generation is supposed to care about
anything for more than a day. Or change
anything. In watching her and her friends,
their fight is not what's directly affecting
their lives, but what's "Trending Now" on

Facebook and Twitter
Hashtags, which feels
like The Internet telling them
their left-ist cause of the month.
The new populace, me included, is
overwhelmed with too much information.
What got a month-worth of media attention
in 1997, gets a day in 2017. It really feels like
Slutwalk (a march against blaming women for
shit men did to them), was just a news piece,
then gone.
Ultimately, breaking news outlets like VOCM
or CBC will follow the people as they do
something newsworthy. Like making a sign
that reads "blame the rapist not her outfit" and
marching down Water street. But if the people
don't do it for a second day in a row, and a 3rd,
and a week straight, and a month, the news
will move on to what is footage-worthy that
day. And nothing will change. Producing the
news is just a job afterall, not a responsibility.
The responsibility for social change lays
squarely on the people.
If you want a cop to never include "but what
were you wearing" in a victim statement
designed to help catch a rapist, it requires a
sustained movement, demanding change, that
the press will cover, because people draw the
news and their camera crews. And it's true that
when we do whine, it works. The prolonged fuss
kicked up over the levy in our government's
austerity budget made the levy go away.
On a global scale, January 21st was not a good
day to be Donald Trump. But, he knows it was
just a day for him to get through. That it'll
blow over as soon as there's a new celebrity
death or violent crime.
— ANONYMOUS

Producing the news is just a job afterall, not a responsibility. The responsibility for social change lays squarely on the people.
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BY CHAD PELLEY

After a busy summer and fall
recording in Toronto, Amelia
Curran’s new album, Watershed,
will be out on March
10th through Six Shooter
Records. She co-produced the
album with Chris Stringer, who
is known for his work with
bands like Timber Timbre, Jill
Barber, and Elliott Brood.
Curran is no stranger to
consistent recognition from
music awards like the
JUNOs, Polaris, Borealis,
and ECMAs, but these
days, she’s well known as
a steadfast advocate for the
state of mental healthcare in
NL, and her new album fuses
two facets of her professional life: the
celebrated musician and the founder of It's
Mental, a local organization rousing up dialogue
on mental illness. “The tenor of this new album
is openness (not to be confused with optimism),”
a reflection in part of Curran’s public efforts to
baTtle the stigma of mental health issues.
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Through the album’s focus on vocalization,
Curran establishes a core feminist dimension
to Watershed’s theme of speaking up with
singles “Gravity” and “No More Quiet.” The
latter song “is a powerful takedown of gender
tokenism and slams the door on those who
perpetuate inequality.”
Throughout the album, Curran’s lyrics
express agitation, frustration, and exhaustion
with demanding that mental health issues be
addressed in NL. Curran has been speaking
at various industry conferences and schools
on the matter of mental illness. To quote
It's Mental's website, "In Newfoundland and
Labrador it can take years to get access to
publicly-funded psychiatric and psychological
care," despite the fact our mental health crisis
line gets over 10,000 calls a year.
She recently produced and directed CBC’s
“Gone,” a documentary about art and suicide
that recounts the loss of several of her close
friends, and Curran’s own struggles with
depression, treatment, and selfacceptance.“The root of advocacy
is somewhere near exhaustion

Rollin Cabins
Brings Tiny Homes
to NL Would You
Live in a 160 Square
Foot Space?

At the moment, Rollin Cabins has only
one design, but Mercer said he hopes to

BY ELIZABETH WHITTEN

20s to retired seniors. While some of them

expand in the future. Costs start around
$65,000 but can go up depending on what
specifications that client wants for their
unit. They can also be ready for pickup
eight weeks after ordering.
Mercer has heard from people in their early
are drawn to tiny homes because they’re

160 sqaure feet isn’t a lot
of space to work with, but
in recent years tiny homes

and rage. I am tired and I

interested in a cheaper cabin for the summer,
there have been younger people looking at
it as an option for their first home. Part of
the appeal is the price, he explained. For

around this size have been

someone just out of university, a tiny home

catching on all across North

is in their reach financially and can be paid off
faster than a mortgage on a house. Though,

am angry,” Curran has said

America.It inspired Sean

of her efforts to improve

Mercer of Grand Falls-

mental healthcare. Other

Windsor to start Rollin Cabins,

regulate the size of homes on property and

his own tiny home company,

where mobile homes can be parked.

songs on the album, like
“Try” and “Stranger Things
Have Happened” address a
similar fatigue and hostility
with the music business. “It’s no
place for art,” she says.
In addition to the release of Watershed,
2017 will see Amelia Curran’s first literary
publication, Relics & Tunes, a collection of
lyrics and notes, via Breakwater Books.
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NEW AMELIA CURRAN
ALBUM TACKLES
FRUSTRATIONS WITH
MENTAL HEALTHCARE
IN NEWFOUNDLAND

back in February 2016.
He figured they were bound to catch on in
Newfoundland, and in recent months he’s
been getting calls from all over Canada
and the United States from interested
parties. While many tiny homes are built
by the owners, some people order them
from companies. And there are plenty of
television shows documenting the trials
and joys of tiny home ownership, like “Tiny
House Nation” and “Tiny House, Big Living.”

Mercer noted, there are certain regulations
that may apply: municipal bylaws may

Mercer said another appeal to the tiny
home is that owners can pack up and
migrate if they don’t want to be stuck in
one place all year round. For example, he
said owners could drive their home to good
snowmobiling grounds in winter and then
relocate to the water in summer. Portability
makes it an option for people attracted to a
more nomadic lifestyle.
And of course, there are a few other uses to
these types of dwellings that don’t have to

When it comes to Rollin Cabins tiny homes,
what you see is what you get (for a space
little bigger than an average bedroom): a
kitchen, room for a small couch, a table, a
storage closet, and a bathroom that has a
shower, toilet, and a sink. All of the normal

be residences. Mercer suggested they can

household features wrapped up in 160 sq. ft.
make up this tiny home, along with a 50 sq.
ft. loft for a bedroom accessed via staircase.
And because it’s built on a trailer, the home
can be moved around.

a certain type of lifestyle. To make this

function as a cabin, RV, guest house, or even
an office in the backyard.
But before you sell your house and invest in
a tiny home, these micro-dwellings require
minimalist amount of space work, you’d
probably have to cut back on some material
possessions and every inch of space would
have to be accounted for.
NEWS & OPINIONS

Inmates at HMP
To Build Dressers
For Home Again
Furniture Bank
BY EVA CROCKER

Home Again Furniture Bank is
partnering with Her Majesty’s
Penitentiary’s carpentry
program to deliver handcrafted
bureaus to people in need.
Home Again Furniture Bank is a non-profit
organization that collects gently used
furniture and brings it, free of charge,
to households across Newfoundland’s
Northeast Avalon.
Home Again works with over 30 local
organizations that refer recipients to the
furniture bank. These organizations include
Choices For Youth, Iris Kirby House, the
Canadian Mental Health Association, the
St. John’s Native Friendship Centre and the
Association For New Canadians. “The people
who use our services are consistent only in
that they are people who are in transition and
are quite often in desperate need of household
items and/or furniture. They range from young
families with children to seniors to newcomers in the community to recent inmates,”
said Amy Tulk, Co-director of Home Again.
Since launching in October of 2015, Home
Again has delivered furniture and household
items to over 300 homes across the island.
In doing so, they have diverted over a 100
tons of furniture that would have otherwise
ended up in landfills.
While the bank receives regular donations
of couches and coffee tables they have been
consistently low on dressers, an item clients
often request. “We very seldom get donations
of dressers for the simple reason that
households don’t often replace dressers, they
hang on to them for years and years,” said Tulk.

interested in a
partnering to
address the
furniture
Inmates in the
carpentry
program have
bank’s dresser
been
making
floats for
shortage.
the
city’s
Santa
Claus
Inmates in
Parade for years.
the carpentry
program have
been making
floats for the city’s Santa Claus Parade for
years, and this summer they began making
Adirondack chairs for the city. “We knew
the carpentry program provides inmates
with opportunities to either gain new skills
or maintain skills they already have … the
partnership benefits the inmates and it
benefits our organization” explained Maureen
Lymburner, Co-director of Home Again.
Facilitators at the prison were excited to join
forces with furniture bank.
Recently, Home Again received a grant
from Eastern Health to launch Partnering
to Make Houses Into Homes. The grant
will help pay for materials for the dressers.
Home Again are in the process of finalizing
some details and aiming to launch the
program this February.
Dining room sets are another rarely
replaced household essential that Home
Again is often short on; they are currently
seeking donations of good quality tables
and chairs. Tulk says the furniture bank
is also hoping for more people to join the
ranks of over ninety volunteers who work
with the organization. “We are always open
to involvement with the furniture bank,
whether it’s donating used items or donating
your time, of course financial donations are
always appreciated but there are lots of roles
people can play with the organization."

BAY OF EXPLOITS
WITH ED RICHE

A Call for
Statutory
Snow Week
There is a special bliss in the
snow day. Not the half-arsed
snow day where schools are
closed but everything else
remains open so the kids have
to spend nine-to-five in the
trunk of your car.
No, a full-on, CONDITION WHITE-ULTRA
snow day: a complete barometric collapse,
a massive weather event accurately
forecast to smash into town around
5:00 AM. All there is to do is roll over at
six, turn on the radio, and wait to hear
that the Avalon Mall, which will only
cease operations during catastrophe, is
shuttered. And closed, “FOR THE DAY.” You
hear them drop: Avalon School District,
dentists, Provincial Government. The
Banks, Metro Bus,The Courts … and then
bam, “Da Mall.” (MUN used to be last
to shut ‘er down, but today’s university
customers are especially delicate and the
administration won’t risk spooking them.)
You never hear that equipment is coming
off the roads because you have fallen back
into an untroubled sleep. You wake fully
rested, have a leisurely breakfast, a second
cup of tea, look out the window and say
“Jeez b’y, some storm.” You consider
making a pot of soup. You continue
listening to the radio for updates.
A blizzard favours radio over any other
medium, a big blow from the North East
mocks the internet for some reason. You
don’t text, you phone. “How’s everyone
over there? Good. Same here. Some storm

take your time. You survey the becalmed
street. You amble over to chat with your
neighbour. “Jeez b’y, some storm.. You
have no choice but to, as the kids today
say, “chill."
Newfoundland and Labrador’s nerves
are jangled. People are on edge knowing
the perpetrators of Muskrat Falls are still
at large, the Government is broke, so
panic-stricken cuts loom, The City of St.
John’s campaign against the downtown
is advancing inexorably eastward from
that part of Western Water Street they’ve
already boarded up, deranged Trump tweets
dominate the news, and it turns out the
Federal Liberals only had the one handful
of fairy dust. We need a break. I propose a
mandatory February “Snow Week.”
Health policy experts in the United
Kingdom have identified the
“maldistribution” of labour as a major
public health issue and are advocating a
four day work week as an ultimately costsaving, productivity-boosting remedy. A
week off in the depths of our harsh winter
recognizes our reality.
It should come after Valentine’s Day, the
last meaningful commercial opportunity
for retail and restos for a patch. Their
losses will be minimal. It’s surely one of
the worst periods for snow accumulation.
Empty roads and sidewalks will help those
responsible get ahead of clearing them.
It will bring families together, allow people
to catch up on needed sleep. It could
save our busted Government one week in
wages. It will encourage fornication to help
us meet our demographic challenge.

Home Again recently approached the
facilitators of Her Majesty’s Penitentiary’s

wha’? Alright then.” Later, once the storm
has abated you bundle up, in no rush, and

Mostly it will give we harried bunch a

carpentry program to see if they would be

go out to clear the walk and drive. You

chance to catch our breath, in deep ones.

NEWS & OPINIONS
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URBAN FORM WITH EMILY CAMPBELL

Eastern Health
Reveals Its Plans
& Priorities
For 2017
BY EVA CROCKER

Leslie O’Reilly was recently
appointed the new Chair of
Eastern Health’s Board of
Trustees; he will be making
decisions about the future of
healthcare in the province for
the next three years.
We asked Mr. O’Reilly about what changes
patients and employees of Eastern
Health can expect in the coming year.
Leadership says they will be announcing
their new plan later this year, based on
feedback received from the public as well
as employees, physicians, and volunteers
within Eastern Health. The organization
also planned a Change Day in January
of 2017; they have asked employees to
make a pledge for one small change that
can make healthcare safer and better for
Eastern Health’s patients, clients, residents
and colleagues. "We believe that one small
change by each employee can make a big
difference in the care we provide."
LOOKING TO MAKE PROGRESS
ON MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES
“One area in particular we are working
toward making progress on in 2017
is mental health. Our top priority is to
provide the best possible quality care to
our patients, residents, and clients,” a
representative of the Board explained. On
Bell Let’s Talk Day (January 25th), Eastern
Health offered webinars for employees to
promote awareness and understanding
about mental health in the workplace.
NEW PILOT PROGRAM IMPROVING
CARE PLANS FOR THE ELDERLY
Eastern Health will also be focusing on
improving care for seniors in the coming
year. In early January, they announced
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the Acute Care for the Elderly Unit at St.
Clare’s Mercy Hospital, a pilot program.
This approach will see frail patients
aged 65 years and over receive tailored,
comprehensive interventions to better
meet their health care needs.Patients
admitted to 7 West (internal medicine
unit) at St. Clare’s Mercy Hospital will
now meet with one of Eastern Health’s
specialists in seniors’ care to have a
comprehensive geriatric assessment
and care plan developed. The program
aims to create a more a senior-friendly
environment, patient-centered care,
enhanced discharge planning, frequent
medical review and early exercise and
rehabilitation. Following an evaluation
period of about one year, Eastern Health
will determine whether ACE units will be
expanded to other inpatient units in
the region.
"CHOOSING WISELY NL"
AIMS TO REDUCE PATIENT WAIT
TIME AND CONFUSION
In the coming year, Eastern Health will
also be supporting Choosing Wisely
NL, which arose out of research done
in the Faculty of Medicine at Memorial
University. It will help clinicians and
patients engage in conversations about
unnecessary tests and treatments, with
the aim of staff making more effective
choices to curb two things: patient
confusion and wait times. Eastern Health
will be partnering with a number of
organizations on Choosing Wisely NL.
CHANGES TO NO SHOW POLICY
Eastern Health will also strive to improve
its service by launching a new No Show
Policy. “No shows” have a significant
impact on both the organization’s
resources and its wait lists. Statistics
for 2015–16 indicate that an average of
11% of patients either did not show up
for their appointments – or did not cancel
with sufficient notice. This equates to
176,000 missed appointments. To help
lower that number, patients who miss an
appointment – or who don’t cancel with
sufficient notice (i.e. 48 hours) – will be
required to obtain another referral letter
from their physician in order to receive a
new appointment.

Changes to Public Tendering
Act Bad for Province
In Newfoundland and Labrador, the involvement of an architect
is mandated for certain types of buildings. These regulations keep
people safe and minimize loss in case of a disaster, make buildings
inclusive, keep water out, and heat in.
But there are other more qualitative reasons for involving an architect that have less to do with
upholding standards, and more to do with that touchy feely stuff. Fundamentally, architects are
responsible to think creatively to help people, companies, and governments develop buildings that
will enhance the activities that animate them.
As a professional, an architect has a social responsibility to assure that the building contributes
positively to the lives of the people who use it: Schools foster learning, Healthcare facilities provide
healing environments, and housing suits lifestyle and makes us feel like we are safe and grounded.
The architecture industry in our province isn’t well. Over the last 10 years the province has changed
from awarding contracts based on who knows your cousin, to the lowest bid. I wouldn’t look for
the cheapest doctor or lawyer, because I acknowledge the importance of their job. So why would I
go for an inexpensive architect? This has created a paradigm where few architects are focused on
great design, instead they are focused on their businesses surviving.
Other provinces have gone through similar cycles of looking for something cheap and immediate
instead of valuing quality. In Nova Scotia, for a while, the fees got so low no one could do their job
properly. Market forces caused many architects to do such a limited amount of work they couldn’t
possibly design good buildings. The built environment suffered.
Since then, they’ve wisened up. Around 2011, Nova Scotia started changing their model from
selecting architects based on the lowest bid to focusing more on quality. Consequently, Nova
Scotians are now starting to reap the benefits of this change.
The best illustration of this change is the new Halifax Public Library. The design of this building was
awarded to a team led by local architects who partnered with a Danish firm. The library has won
countless awards and garnered international attention: the Lieutenant Governor Award, a spot on
CNN, and publications in Wired and EnRoute magazines.
In 2006, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities collaborated with the National Research Council
and the Government of Canada to publish a guide to Selecting a Professional Consultant. This
document states that when investing money upfront in architects, engineers, and other consultants,
this investment pays for itself at a rate of 11:1 over the life of a building. Consulting fees make up
only 3-4% of the life cycle cost of a building. Paying professionals a little bit extra gives them the
time to do their job properly, drawing fully on their expertise.
Recent proposed change to the Public Tendering Act in Newfoundland and Labrador has the goal
of moving towards a more Quality Based Selection (QBS) process rather than awarding contracts
based on price. In theory, the proposed changes are positive, but we have to pay close attention to
the regulations that more closely define the broad stroke goals in the Act.
Community centres, hospitals, schools, and other public facilities in this province depend on this Act.
Architecture has a profound impact on our wellbeing, economy, and environment. Let’s be smarter
about this and hold our government accountable to its promise of doing the same.
NEWS & OPINIONS

Start
something

good.
Need a hand
getting a
small public
engagement
project off
the ground?

If you’re a community
group with a Memorial
partner, your project
could be eligible for
funding through the
Quick Start Fund. Don’t
have a partner? We can
help with that too.

Apply online at mun.ca/publicengagement
or email Sandy at engagement@mun.ca

Why You Need
to Give a Damn about

Local Bees

and soon plants co-evolved to feature bright
flowers, with perfumes, to further attract
insect pollinators. Water lilies and magnolias
are thought to have been the first; their white
petals standing out crisply from the green
surroundings. The addition of sugar rich nectar
increased the flowers appeal still more.

pesticides and habitat loss harms the almost
4000 native bee species in North America, and
as their loss calls for more honeybee imports
to do increasingly more of the pollination work
in agriculture, the shipping of honeybees can
help spread new pathogens to native bees in
an already stressed environment.

The wasps that had hunted in the old forests
took advantage of this new food source, and
around 130 million years ago, the first bees
appeared, descended from their carnivorous
ancestors. While most bees remain solitary
to this day, they began to adopt social
behaviours 80 million years ago.

The recent addition of the Rusty Patch
Bumblebee to the endangered species list
is an alarm call. Once common in North
America, it exists now in small populations
and has lost 87% of its range. Habitat loss

(Apis mellifera), a European import from
colonial times, but native bees and other
All of our pollinators are in trouble, and the

trees did not exist. Neither
almonds, nor roses, nor anything
that used insect pollinators to
reproduce.
In the Cretaceous Period (which ended 66
millions years ago) conifers, horsetails,
and giant ferns ruled the forest, depending
on the highly inefficient method of wind
pollination to find a "mate," and produce the
seeds of a future generation of plants. Our

NEWS & OPINIONS

own ancestors were little more than rats at
this time. Finding a mate is more difficult for
plants than animals, because they can't move.
So plants found a better strategy than wind
pollination to reproduce. They made pollen
that would attract insects. Pollen is a
nutritious food, and when insects
feed on it, some of the pollen
hitches a ride on their body to
the next plant that insect visits,
fertilizing that plant.
Evolution favoured this more
efficient means of pollination,

in your yard or neglected public space as
you have room for. Lawns are out of fashion
anyway, so run with it. "Food Not Lawns" can
mean food for pollinators too.

The bee-flower relationship of getting pollen
around has been extremely successful. It is
estimated that 1 out of every 3 bites of food
we eat come from a plant pollinated this
way. We have come to depend on this
bee-plant relationship, and we are
in big trouble without insect
pollinators, because
of the food they make
possible. The cost of
manually pollinating
crops and wild food
sources would be
astounding; insects
perform this "ecoservice" for free.

pollinators like moths factor into the picture.

There was a time when apple

best thing one can do for them is to plant as
many native, non -pesticide treated flowers

Now let us skip some tens of millions of
years, and catch up with flowers and bees in
the present.

When we think of bees we think of honeybees

BY FELICITY ROBERTS

is crucial for all bees and perhaps the single

main reasons are habitat loss, pesticides
(especially neonicitinoides), and pathogens
(the most deadly of which is Varroa destructor,
the Varroa mite.) Losing our pollinators
means a loss of food production, food for our
tables, and ultimately a loss of plant

Once common
in North America,
the Bumble Bee
has lost 87%
of its range.

diversity and sources of nutrition.

Newfoundland is in a unique and fortunate
situation, as our honeybee colonies are
free of Varroamite and several other major
pathogens. We are one of
only a handful of places
globally that are not
affected by the mite,
and being an island
helps us stay that way.
When Varroa mites
enter an area, massive
bee deaths occur and
chemical treatments
are necessary, harming
honey production. The cost to beekeepers
in medication and effort is significant.
Hives were imported to NL in the spring of
2016 from Western Australia, amid huge
unease and distress for the Newfoundland
beekeepers. “Although the preliminary tests
indicate no diseases were imported, most of
us feel like we dodged a bullet, rather than
stayed out of harm's way” says Catherine
Dempsey, President of the Newfoundland
and Labrador Beekeeping Association.
Western Australia remains Varroa free, but in
July 2016 mites were found in 2 locations in
Queensland.

These factors work together
to cause what is known as

There is a need for conversation about how

colony collapse disorder in

to protect the pollinators we have and need

honeybees, the massive die

here, especially as we attempt to become a

offs that have been troubling bee
keepers for years now. The same

more food secure province, with more and
diverse agriculture.
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An Overcast Culinary Class

What's Your Beef?

Filet Mignons are wrapped in
bacon because they lack fat
(and flavour). Likewise, they're
served with a sauce because
they need some flavour to pair
with that delectable
tenderness.

As a rule, "beef" is the muscle

making stock since it's so cheap. France's

Eye Rounds are sold as a roast,

meat of a castrated male

"Beef Bourguignon" is a classic example of

and used to make a pot roast, or,

making something good from something

Carpaccio. Eye Round steaks are

cheap. This traditional dish originates from

sold as a cheaper alternative steak

the burgundy region, home of the world's

to a Striploin or Rib Eye Steak. But

breeds of cow yield better

best Pinot Noir, and the part of France that

steaks cut from here are recommended for

cheaper cuts from the prized loin region,

beef than others.

convinced the world escargot was a delicacy.

use in stews. Eye of Round steaks are also

sold as top sirloin (nearer top) or bottom

Beef Bourguignon is a stew of braised beef

known as Breakfast or Sandwich Steak.

sirloin (deeper down). Top sirloin is better,

in pinot noir, flavoured with garlic, onions,

Top Round steaks are usually broiled, braised,

but bottom sirloin is bigger. Top sirloin will

and a "bouquet garni" (a bundle of herbs, tied

or cooked in liquid, and used to make items

be labelled as such, whereas "sirloin steak"

together, and removed after the cook; the

like a Roulade or London Boril. Round Tip or

means bottom sirloin. The Short Loin area =

herbs are thyme, bay leaf, and parsley, and

Sirloin Tip refers to steaks/roasts just one

Striploin and is sold as a nice roast or a nice

others herbs vary, but include the likes of basil,

cut away from the tastier sirloin section of

steak. A striploin steak is a great steak for

rosemary, peppercorn, and tarragon). One

the cow. A Round Tip Roast/Steak is the best

throws in some pearl onions and mushrooms

cut from the back end of the cow. It's tender

its price point. It's a cut of beef from a prized

near the end. Maybe some bacon.

enough to be oven roasted, or to

Beef comes in grades, the top three of
which are Prime, Choice, and Select cuts.
Avoid Standard on down. Prime is usually only
available at restaurants and butcher shops.
If you have access to a butcher, ideally, your
beef has been hung at a butchery for at
least 21 days.
Meat is muscle, and the tenderness of a piece
of muscle is directly related to the amount
of work the muscle did while the cow was
alive. This means relatively unused muscles
make the most tender cuts of meat. For
example, the Psoas major are a pair of short,
under-used muscles that yield the prized
filet mignon steak. Filets mignons are priced
high because they're a small, specific, tender
portion of the cow (the tenderloin).

Cuts of Beef

Though not as tender as the nearby rib eye

ROUND

or tenderloin steak, the Striploin is decorated

Affordable Roasts & Cheap Steaks

LOIN

"Round" beef comes from rump area.

Good Steak Territory

Cuts from this

The loin cuts -- shortloin, tenderloin, and

area are lean

sirloin -- come from the section of the cow

and pretty

between its rump and where its ribs start

with a beautiful strip of fat to enhance

on its spine. It's where the more common

flavour and ease of cooking. Also on the plus
side, these come from a sizable muscle,
allowing it to be cut into larger portions.
Thick steaks are good steaks. Tenderloin

their lack
of fat and
marbling
affect not
only taste

CHUCK

quality,

RIB

SHORT
LO I N

S I R LO I N
ROUND

but leads to
these cuts drying out if
you try to roast, grill, or pan fry
them. Therefore, a Round Roast or
Steak is best prepared with a slowmoist method of cooking like braising,

SHANK / FORESHANK

to tenderize the meat and maintain its

Ground Beef Territory

moisture. Rounds are named from where

The bit of meat atop the cow's hind and fore

they're cut. The Bottom Round is divided

legs. It's tough and dry and sinewy because

into two cuts: The "Bottom Round Roast"

the muscle is used so much. But it's low

and the less tough "Rump Roast." These are

fat nature is what makes it ideal for lean

typically used to make a pot roast, including

ground beef. While it's best to relegate shank

Germany's spin on that: Sauerbraten. Eye

meat to ground beef territory, it can also

Round Roast is a boneless roast. It looks like

be cooked at a long low heat, or used for

a tenderloin, but don't be fooled: it's tougher.
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dorsi, making the meat particularly tender.

make kabobs.

tough, and

muscle that does little work, the longissimus

S H O R T P L AT E

FLANK

ND

Scotland) are considered above average beef.

HI

France), and black angus (all-black cows from

"Sirloin Steak." It's the

K

Japan), Limousin (muscular cattle from

Sirloin are usually
sold as pretty good

AN

For example, Kobe (from Wagyu cattle in

from. Cuts of

SH

for breeding (heifer). Some

FORESHANK

(a steer) or a female not needed

steaks come

FOOD & DRINK

yields pricy circular steaks, cut from the
rope-like tenderloin. Tenderloin is sold

How to Make Your Steak
Taste Real Good

whole as a roast, or cut into steaks labelled
tournedos and filet mignon. Prime stuff.
Filet Mignon comes from the forward end,
Tournedos come from the middle section.
They're expensive because the average cow

ONE Let the steak come to room temperature or it won't cook right. A cold steak is

mignon. It is not a weight-bearing muscle,

RIB CUTS

so there's almost no connective tissue,

Another Prized Portion of Cow

making this the most tender of steaks. Such

Rib cuts are self-explanatory: meat from

tenderness comes with a flaw! Filet Mignons

rib area. There are 3 subcategories: bone-

and Tournedos lack the flavour that comes

in roasts and steak, bone-out roasts and

with fattier, more marbled steaks, which is

steaks, and the short ribs. Short Ribs are a

why filet mignons and tornedos are typically

delight to braise, slow roast, or on the BBQ.

wrapped in bacon before cooking: the bacon

The difference between a "Rib Steak" and a

acts as a tacked-on bit of flavour, and the

"Rib EyeSteak " is simply the bone: A Rib Eye

fat prevents the steak from burning during

is boneless. The Rib steak leaves the bone in.

the cook. This is also why filet mignon is

A "Cowboy Steak" is a really thick, bone-in

served with a sauce: it needs some flavour
to pair with that delectable tenderness.
Traditionally, fillets are served in a cognac
cream sauce, with peppercorns, or in a red
wine reduction. Filet mignons are cooked a
little differently: sear each side with intense
heat, then throw it in the oven on a low temp
to cook evenly. Filets will be served more
rare than other steaks because they're prone
to drying out. One can request their filet be
"butterflied" (chopped down the middle) so
the thick cut can cook more. Short Loin is
nearer to the ribs than the others, and yields
the prized T-Bone & Porterhouse steaks;
the ones with the T-shaped bone in them.
They're prized because they offer you 2
steaks in one: on one side of that T-shaped
bone is some filet mignon, and on the other,
some striploin. Porterhouses are cut so they
have more filet than T-bones, that's the only

rib steak. They're rich, juicy, and flavourful
thanks to the Frenched short bone absorbing
much of the heat during the cook. A "Prime
Rib Roast" leaves the bone in, a "Rib Eye
Roast" does not. They're both good roasts
suitable for oven roasting
CHUCK
No One's Favourite Stuff
Chuck basically refers to the cow's shoulder,
which is generally used to produce ground
beef or the low end chuck steaks and
shoulder roasts. This is all to be braised,
slow-cooked, or pan roasted.
BELLY OF THE BEAST
Flank, Plate, and Brisket
A Skirt Steak is a long cut taken from both
the flank (aka "inside skirt steak") and Plate
(aka "outside skirt steak"). It's most commonly
used in fajitas. It requires some marinating

difference. A Porterhouse steak is just a

and slow cooking to be good, but hey, it's a

T-Bone with additional tenderloin. The bone

lean meat so it's healthy. The Flank of a cow

is great because it prevents the meat from

is the back-end of the underside. It's mostly

drying out, but it also presents a cooking

ground, but a long flat portion of it is sold as

challenge: the meat near the bone will cook

a "flank steak," commonly prepared

slower than the rest of the steak, and the

as a "London Broil" (the meat is marinated

bone eventually prevents meat from touching

for hours, seared, and cut into thin slices).

the pan. This makes pan-searing properly

The Plate is the centre belly portion. It

quite a challenge. For this reason, it's

consists of a secondary source of "short

strongly recommended you grill your T-Bone

ribs," pot roasted. The navel is commonly

or Porterhouse. But even that can't save you

used to make pastrami. Brisket is the chest

from the fact the tenderloin side will reach

of the animal. It's prized as a slow BBQ'd

the desired temperature before the striploin

dish, or used to make corned beef and

side. Tricky stuff.

pastrami.

FOOD & DRINK

colder in the centre, so you have to burn the outside to cook the inside. Leave it on the
counter at room temp for 20-30 minutes.

TWO While the steak is on your counter, salt the steak with a 3-finger pinch per side.
This seasons it AND draws out moisture. Pepper it at this stage too, for some heat, and
splash with olive oil. Push the salt and pepper in.

THREE Get the cooking surface so hot it has just started smoking. Throw some oil
in it and lay the steak in. You want the steak hitting a hell-hot pan for proper browning
and sear. The intense sizzle is good. That's surface moisture burning away. You want to
hear the sizzle.

FOUR Avoid flipping too often. And use tongs to flip it. If you're cooking a striploin,
midway through your cook, render the strip of fat down by using your tongs to hold
up the streak and lay the strip of fat on the heat for a bit. If you're cooking more than 1
steak in the pan, do not let them touch each other, or they'll create steam that will boil
your steak (and that's gross).

FIVE Near the end of your cook, throw some butter and crushed garlic in the pan.
Thyme is also a nice touch.

SIX When you think it's nearly ready, do not cut it open and see! Use a thermometer:
you're aiming for 55-60 Celsius (60 is the moment the steak becomes medium
rare). There is no bacteria in an un-expired steak, so don't fear the rare! The juices are
its flavour. If you don't have a thermometer, make the "okay" hand symbol, and touch
the pad of skin below your thumb: that's the same firmness of texture as a rare to
medium-rare steak.

SEVEN Remove steak from heat, pepper it some more (if you like heat as much as
steak does), and let it rest for 5 minutes under a strip of foil. Letting it rest for a few
minutes seals in flavour and juices (but only if you haven't cut into your steak!). Let it
drop about 2 degrees below cooking temp.

EIGHT Always cut perpendicular to the grain of the steak, this sounds silly
but makes a huge difference. For example, on a striploin, cut across the width;
for a T-Bone, cut across the bone.

PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

provides no more than 500 grams of filet
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Double Dose
Mohamed
Ali’s to Open
a Second
Downtown
Location
BY EVA CROCKER

Business has been booming
at Mohamed Ali’s and
owner Ali Hussain Abu
Alhaijaa feels it’s the
right time to expand and
grow the business. “I have
always said I want to have
a Mohamed Ali’s empire,
it’s good to dream,”
Alhaijaa joked.

Local
Plonks

Affordable Wine
Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime
at the NLC BY L.P
South Africa
One didn’t drink Souf Efreeken wines
during Aparthied. When that monstrous
era ended, the drinks from the southern
tip of the vast African continent rushed
to market. The legendary sweeties
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Alhaijaa is partnering with his
the bars and the Duckworth
In order to welcome
brother-in-law, Ali Aldawood
Street location throughout
late night revelers, the
Water Street location
who is financing the second
the winter. However, the
will be open until three
location of the popular Middle
main reason for partnering
or four in the morning
Eastern restaurant. The owners
and
opening a second
from Thursday to
Sunday.
are sprucing up the new site,
restaurant is to bring more
302 Water Street, formerly Junk
of Alhaijaa’s family together in
on Water, in preparation for the
Newfoundland. “I need to bring my
opening and are aiming to be up and running
family here and opening a business is the
by early March.
right way to do it,” Alhaijaa said.
The new spot’s menu will stick pretty closely
to Duckworth Street’s menu. Although there
may be a few small adjustments, customers
can expect the same Shawarma, Kebabs,
and Falafel that have made Mohamed Ali’s a
St. John’s favourite.
In order to welcome late night revelers,
the Water Street location will be open until
three or four in the morning from Thursday
to Sunday. As many will remember,
Mohammed Ali’s began as an after hours
take-out run out of The Sprout’s kitchen.
The new restaurant means fresh and fast
falafel will once again be available just a
few stumbling paces from George Street!
Getting closer to George Street means
the brothers can serve drinkers who don’t
want to brave the icy sidewalks between

of Constantia certainly lived up their
reputation and there were decent
Bordeaux-styled wines at a fair price. But
there was also a lot of baked crap and that
regrettable Freekenstein monster of fruit
esters, Pinotage. We haven’t tried them in
a dog’s age so…
GLEN CARLOU GRANDE
CLASSIQUE
(NLC $24.73)
Find it in the Africa Section
A pleasant surprise here. The complete
lot of Bordeaux grapes in this one
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Malbec,
Cabernet France, Petit Verdot. It’s got a
fresh mint thing, some grassiness and
herbal elements all against a touch of
the blue cheesy note you find in some St.
Emilion wines. The drift to elegance is the
shocker, it’s in no way overblown even at

Alhaijaa arrived in Newfoundland after
leaving a refugee camp in 2006; he and his
family were spread across the United States
and Sweden. His sister and her husband
have been living in Philadelphia, where they
have built a comfortable life, but Alhaijaa
is eager to have his family join him in
Newfoundland. “The USA is tough, it’s not
like here, here is very easy going, the people
are kind,” Alhaijaa said.
With many local businesses closing and more
chains moving into the downtown core, it’s
exciting to see Mohamed Ali’s flourishing in
spite of the province’s economic hardship
and provincial government’s austerity
program. This story of family reunification
made possible by the expansion of a thriving
independent business is especially heartening
given the political climate in the United States.

14.5% alcohol. The use of oak barrels was
judicious. It’s not terribly complex and
finishes a little short but certainly worth
every penny. If we had slurped it blind,
we would have taken it for a food friendly
Californian of the newer school.

pssstt...
check out our
Overcast App
for your phone
AVAILABLE ON ALL MOBILE PLATFORMS

THE LEEUWINKUIL CHENIN BLANC
(NLC $16.62)
Find it in the Africa Section
The white specialty of South Africa has
been, for years, Chenin Blanc or, as it was
called in Afrikaans, “Steen.” The Leeuwinkuil
Chenin Blanc is another happy discovery.
It’s clean and very dry, like biting into a tart,
slightly underripe apple. There is a chalky
mineral character. The nose hints at tropical
fruit which isn’t really on the palate. Served
almost cold, it is mouth cleansing and
slaking. Again nothing complex, but nothing
“factory” about it. Super bargain.

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273
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for Less than $10
BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS

E&E
Drive-In
Located on Route 60
in Brigus

BY LAUREN POWER

1 PIECE WING & FRIES ($6.10); REGULAR CHEESEBURGER ($4.85)
You can drive the length of Newfoundland and find only coleslaw for veg. But each
hometown haunt has a deep fryer, and they are not all alike, except in the loyalty they
inspire. The batter you grow up with is the best batter. And the regulars at E&E like their
batter thick as cake. The fries were soft, fresh, mahogany brown, lardy and without salt.
But the cheeseburger? Small, cheap, and loaded with everything but lettuce for no extra
cost, it is almost as good as a Mini-Mary for a sneaky road indulgence. Even with no place
to sit, it managed to be welcoming and the Candycane milkshake looked worth a try.

In medieval England, the
majority of brewers -- and
consumers -- of beer were
women. Since then, brewing
has become a male-dominated

1 PIECE FISH AND CHIPS (7.26) Chips are a matter of taste, and mine could have
been crispier. That said, the texture was smooth and the grease rich, not rancid. Bonus
points for being heaped so high above the fish I had to dig for it. The offering of fish was
fresh enough, decent size, but painted too thick with batter for serious enjoyment.

trade, and beer became the

ATMOSPHERE An extensive menu, with combos and desserts displayed on several
individual signs rather than centrally, made for some exciting choices. Dessert options
were considered, but we were too full. The friendly staff -- whose patience with my townie
questions was admirable -- was what ultimately made the place somewhere to return.
For a batter dog, which seems an appropriate use for the batter style.

FOOD & DRINK

made available by the Halifax group."It

Johnson and Howe are administrating the
group, with support from Port Rexton
Brewing Co. Ltd.'s Alicia MacDonald. When
McDonald met Johnson and Howe, their
shared love and passion for the product
sparked an immediate friendship.

craft beer growth to the educational events
sparked an interest to go from partial
mash brewing to all grain brewing. After
years of home brewing we have followed
our dream to open a microbrewery in NL,"
says MacDonald. "I'd love to have more
commercial females brewers on the island."
For now, the group's main goal is to increase
women's interest and love for craft beer.
"Kayla, Sarah and myself are beer-loving
women," says MacDonald. "There are lots more
in this province and we want to create a point
of contact, The Brewnettes, to bring everyone
together to provide shared information. It's
another avenue to meet with other women to
chat about beer, over a beer. In the future, we'd

For the co-administrators, beer tourism was a
major factor in igniting a love of craft brewing.
"I first got interested in craft beer back in
2011 after a trip to Montreal," says Johnson.
"Friends of ours had gifted us a hand drawn
map of Montreal with all of their favourite
breweries listed... That original trip has led to

love to tie in educational sessions. For now, we
want to see the group grow."
The group -- and you're invited! -- will be
meeting at 6pm, at Mill Street Brewpub, on
February 8th. You can find the Brewnettes via
their Facebook group.

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

blundstone.ca

brutish men, too inelegant for

Now, Kayla Johnson and Sarah Howe are
rallying local women to reclaim their spots
as brewmasters and beer swillers. The
Brewnettes is a local beer league -- a ladiesonly group of women with a passion for beer.

Rain? Snow? Dress up?
Dress down? Blundstone
boots take it all in stride.
Try all-season
all-terrain, all-world,
Blundstone boots.
Laces? Who
needs ’em?

#1306
The Chisel Toe in Rustic Brown.
Also available in Black, Rustic Black,
Crazy Horse Brown , Stout Brown
and Redwood.
$209.95

The group is modelled after similar beer
leagues in other Canadian cities, including
Barley's Angels in Ottawa, and the Ladies
Beer League in Halifax.
MacDonald attributes much of her personal

the fairer sex.

need.

Howe first started appreciating beer
in 2012, during a year exchange in
Switzerland. "The European culture around
drinking was very welcoming and I was
able to have the opportunity to learn a lot
about beer," says Howe. "After returning to
Canada, I was very much alone among my
friends, in terms of exploring new beers and
even drinking beer itself!"

drink of choice for boorish,
the delicate sensibilities of

All you

beer vacations in Toronto and Halifax and it
was there that I connected with other women
and friends who were interested in the craft
beer world."

PHOTO: BREWNETTES

Local Lunches

Brewnettes:
All Female Beer
Club Looking for
Members
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BY HOPE JAMIESON BAGGS

The woman chased my

comfortable wrangling our spirited toddler is,
of course, the person who’s spent more time
in the parenting trenches, and the one whose
gender prescribes nurturance. He’s a great
dad. He’s fun and funny and loving and much
more patient than I am. If the first two years
of life are developmentally the most critical,
in particular where emotional attachment is
concerned, shouldn’t he get to share in some
of that bonding?
Forty years ago, Sweden became the first
country in the world to introduce paid parental
leave, and in Norway, fathers are entitled
to 26 fully paid weeks off, or 36 weeks at

husband and daughter

80% pay. Research shows that fathers in

across the grocery store

caregivers than fathers in other European

parking lot. “Put a hat on
that youngster!” she cried.
It was ten degrees. He laughed as he relayed
this to me, but there was a tinge of anger in
his voice; this stranger felt that she must tell
him, at top volume, that he was doing it wrong.
There’s no shortage of people ready at any
moment to lecture parents about what they
must or must not do to avoid ruining their
children. But what he felt was the narrative that
underpins our cultural narrative about dads:
they just don’t know what they’re doing.
Thinking back to the early days of parenthood,
I recall only a fog of sleep deprivation, sore
nipples, tears, and love. He remembers feeling
torn between needing to go make a living and
wanting to be at home with his new baby.
It was hard for both of us, but hard in very
different ways. Our biggest shared project was
somehow something in which we had such
different roles. And now, since I’ve retained
the role of primary caregiver through her whole
life, I see the effects of that story we tell about

those countries are more likely to be primary
countries where no such provisions exist,
perhaps owing to time spent finding their feet
in that role early in their children’s lives.
I spoke with one family in which Mom stayed
home for the first two years, then went back to
work and now Dad is at home with their child.
The statement that really stuck with me when
discussing this experience with them was, “It
really helped our relationship … because we
were finally in the right roles, for us.”
Here’s the crux of it: defining the right roles
in our families, unbound by stereotypes
about who can and can’t care for children or
economic anxieties. If we still believe in our

Sporting Lint:
Representative
Government?
BY IAIN MCCURDY

In the time it takes to print
this thing a lot can change,
so who even knows what’s on
the go since I submitted this.
But I am hot on the heels (should it be
cold on the cankers in the winter?) of an
inauguration, a protest, a storm that wasn’t,
and the business class of Newfoundland
bickering about what kind of attitude we
should have about getting drowned in the
methyl-mercury-enriched bogwater that
is our current state of affairs; the state of
affairs for the 74% of us who make less
than 50 Gs per 365 anyways (a statistic
provided by the Liberals).

unspoken cultural subconscious that dads
can’t properly care for their children, how
can we make those choices in a way that
promotes family harmony, facilitates even
sharing of unpaid domestic and emotional
labour, and supports secure attachment
between both parents and their kids?
What if we made it easier for dads -- or for
both parents of any gender -- to take time to
spend with their small children by extending
parental leave and having a use-it-or-lose-it
provision for the higher earning partner? This
would help to normalize fathers taking on the
majority of domestic responsibilities, and help
change the way men and society at large view
their roles in the family. On a long enough
timeline, it might even silence hat-pushing

the main difference seeming to be how
good or bad they feel about making those
same decisions (in the blue trunks we
have Danny “propane fireplace” Williams,
and in the red we’ve got Dwight “let’s
respect where things are tonight” Ball).
But all I see is a bunch of business class
executives who are making decisions that
affect my day to day a hell of a lot more
than theirs. I’m worried we’re going to
see a lot of good people gone for good
based on the philosophical approach of
this current government. I know, I know, it
was a different crop of business class folks
who dealt it. But austerity wasn’t the only
option for how to play the hand.
Our government is supposed to represent
us, and I have never felt like it has. So I
propose the following: seeing how 74% of
us make less than 50 large, and we are 51%
women and 49% men, it would be in our
best interest that our government be made
up of the same demographics. So let’s
elect a half-women, half-men government,
three quarters of whom make the same
amount of money as most of us. Let’s have
a government made up of us, and see what
gets taxed and what gets cut then.

I mean, we are told of hardships, and how
we’re all in this together, and about who
feels what about it, but let’s be real about
They can have their 25%, no sweat. And
who’s noticing the price of gas and the
if they object, I wonder if it’ll be because
cost of insurance right now. I’m not saying
deep down they think that they’re better
the 26% remaining don’t notice exactly,
than us, more capable, that they know
but there’s surely a difference between
what’s good for us better than we
the two when it comes to this.
do. In business they can do
The cutting of luxury as
whatever they want to us,
Seeing how 74%
opposed to the cutting of
fire us, kick us out, we’re
of us make less than
necessity.
not they’re problem if
And it seems to
me like whichever
business class
representatives are in
the office on the hill, they
make very similar decisions,

50 large, and we are 51%
women and 49% men,
it would be in our best
interest that our
government be made
up of the same
demographics.

they don’t want us to
be; but in government
we are still their
problem, and it seems
to me like it’s the right
time to get organized
about it.

busibodies in the parking lots of our nation.
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PEOPLE
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THE RIGHT
ROLES
IT'S A TWO
PARENT JOB

how families work: the one of us who is more

THE BULL HORN

YOUR RANTS, CONFESSIONS
& MISSED CONNECTIONS.
SHARE YOURS AT THEOVERCAST.CA/BULL-HORN

LET’S DO IT AGAIN
“Hey. I’m the blonde you were flirting with at
Element Coffee House. You had mayo from a
Whopper on your chin. You also had my heart in
your hands, you funny, handsome freak. I don’t
want that to have been the only time we flirt, I
didn’t realize the impact of the interaction til I’d
left, nervous and giddy, without your number.
I have to go around the bay for a bit, but, could
you be a brave, chivalrous soul and meet me at
Element coffehouse on the rare chance you see
this? Let’s say one month later: February 13th.
Wipe your face off first this time, b’y!” – ANON
OBVS.

I SAW YOU
“You’ve got salt and pepper in that beard and
hair now, but that smile still lights up the room,
and my heart. Hope you enjoyed that sandwich
and coffee at Jumping Bean on Elizabeth Ave!
Can’t believe it’s been 20 years since we rode
around in your mother’s car, bored and aimless,
in love and up to no good every weekend. Hope
you’re doing as well as it seems!” – AN EX AND
OLD FRIEND!

DOUBLE STANDARD: A BIGGER
BETTER HYPOCRISY
“Can we please start talking about how the term
‘Bigger is Better’ or even ‘Bigger is Not Always
Better’ is still in use. Body shaming is horrible,
and the women who won’t stand for stabs at
pregnancy weight, excessive pubic hair, small
chests, or expressions like “you run like a girl” or
“you’re such a pussy,” should agree that publicly
reducing a man’s value to a woman, to the size
of his penis, is just horrible. It’s something a
man can’t change, and something he’s been
told his whole life is a measure of his worth to
woman. Hearing men and women joke right
to their faces about how their hung is brutally
bullying and cruel and backwards, and must
make these guy so shy. Grow up and grow a
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heart. I’m sick of my feminist friends calling out
only female body shaming, while openly dissing
bald guys on Tinder or spreading rumours about
my best friend’s dick size.” – Not Even a Guy

FAKER FACE
“My eyeglasses are totally fake. I wear them
because they’re huge and I hate my face and
they help hide it, and distract from it.” – SEARS

CRAZY DRUNKEN FREAKOUT UH
OH!
“I drank way too much Saturday night, at a
party, at an ex’s house, an ex’s party, and seeing
him so happy with his new gf, I dunno, what
happened, I dunno why I did it, I don’t know
how it could have felt like revenge or spite or
rage, but I … pin-pricked his condoms, knowing
where he keeps them and all. I want to tell him,
so no one gets accidentally pregnant, but I feel
like too much of a freak to tell him!!! Hands
down the weirdest thing I’ve ever done.” – VODKA
GUZZLING PSYCHOPATH

GREENER PASTURES
“I was born and raised here, and I am grateful
for that. But I feel like I don’t really fit in with
so many aspects of the culture here. I suppose
the drinking is one of the main things. I don’t
drink and it’s hard to find a social scene that isn’t
based around alcohol. I don’t particularly like
the jigs and reels type music, or the common
foods that people love here, or some of the
outdoor activities that people like to do like
camping, atvs, fishing, etc. I know this is a really
wonderful place, but I am having a hard time
finding my niche here.” – BAD NEWFOUNDLANDER

CLEPTO-TEACH
“I can say this now that I have a job in another
profession. And it’s truly something I’ve told
no one. You know how serial killers steal
mementos of their victims? I dunno why, but

when I was a substitute teacher, I would always
take something from the teacher’s desk, or from
a student, or from the school. I really have no
idea why. A cheap thrill I guess.” – ANON

NEW YEAR’S RESO-CONFESSION
“I want to get fit for 2017. But I also want to keep
pounding down mozza burgers and onion rings.
I want to find love in 2017, but I honestly find TV
shows more gripping than anyone I’ve ever met.
I smile when people pet my dog, but I’m secretly
resenting having to walk the thing; the novelty of
its cuteness and affection has worn off. ” – OH MY

YEAH BUT LIKE …
“It sucks that it snows, and that the snow gets
in the way of our walking and driving. But dear
Newfoundlanders: you can’t complain about
taxes AND poor snowclearing. The former
pays for the latter, and you can’t squeeze blood
from a turnip, so, pick your battle: Pay more
tax and enjoy better snowclearing, or pay less
tax and get less snowclearing. Wanting both is
financially impossible.” – D’UH

HANGOVER FIX
"I have started just peeing in an empty wine
bottle, or even a glass, when I'm hungover or
on a good TV binge, to avoid going downstairs
to pee. The floor is so cold, the bed is so cozy,
and I can get so lazy. Don't judge me. I throw the
'contents' in the toilet, not a sink, so it's really
not so bad, right?" - LAZY COZY FELLOW

F’ING TECHNOLOGY
“I confess, I don’t get it. I need help. I’ll pay you
20$ and a cup of coffee to show me how to
get my S6 to talk to my macbook, to retrieve
voicemail, to use my phone properly. I just
downloaded Air Droid, and I can’t figure it out,
even using advice from google. Also, I think my
wife is using too much data, and our bills are too
high. Also, why can’t I send a photo by message
attachment when at home and connected to my
wifi, but I have to turn on the mobile data for that
photo to be sent? Also, I hate that it makes me
(relatively intelligent) ask such simple questions
please help me – I only need one hour. 20$ and
a coffee, thanks. 727-0739 (if I even see the
message?).” – ANON

HOW TO MAKE A THRIFT
STORE EVEN THRIFTIER
“I don’t do it anymore, but, I used to go to thrift
stores, size up the selections, and if I liked
something, I’d rush home, find something
similar in my wardrobe, wear it back to the thrift
store. Then I’d grab the similar-looking item
from the rack, go to the change room, put on
the item I wanted, and then put MY old piece
of clothes on the hanger and hang it back up.

No staff would notice I swapped the lookalike
items, and it was a way to upgrade my clothes
without actually stealing, since I left a similar
item in its place! But … then the best thrift shops
started putting those dam security tags on
things.” – THRIFTY

NOT FUNNY
One night on George, I met this guy with
blueberry blue eyes, was transfixed by him
and his jokes and charm. And his sappy story
of being out for drinks with friends because
he'd recently been dumped by his high school
sweetheart. I was too drunk to be at it, but I
went home with him. I convinced my friends I
was fine to do so. I woke up around 4am not
feeling well, and cuddled into this new guy a
little, like the sook I was feeling like. I couldn't
help but notice something was off with his body.
It was smoother (my guy was hairy), skinnier,
shorter. He rolled over. It was getting light out.
He was CLEARLY not who I went home with,
and I yelped, and in came the guy I actually went
home with. These two dude roommates think
it's funny to let a hook-up fall asleep in their
beds, and then swap, 'just as a prank to freak
you out.' They told me to relax, other women
had found it funny. It's not funny. If this is a thing
now, guys, please, just, don't." – EVERY WOMAN

I'M THE PROBLEM?
"My Significant Other used to find me exciting
and fun, and now they don't, and we haven't
even reached a year. I deal with depression
and social anxiety. I'm also trying to heal from
emotional abuse from my parents and an ex,
alcoholism, and sexual harrassment/abuse. I
am terrified that as soon as my SO got to see
my darkside, they became uninterested and just
haven't got the nerve to dump me yet. I wish I
wasn't so ill in the head. I wish I could be happy
and motivated. I'm afraid I'll be unable to keep
this relationship." – GOAT

PANTS-IDENT
"I was playing a show recently, drunk AF. I
sharted, right there on stage. There was runny
poo in my pants. I knew it, you just friggen
know it. But what was I supposed to do, run
off stage, run home, let people find out? I had
to finish the set. It made matters worse back
there. And I was paranoid AF because I had
no way of knowing if it had come through my
pants, so, I had no way of knowing if people
would see a brown stain on my jeans when
I made my great exit for 'a smoke' to spook
off home and change. To date, I think I made
it, but I guess I'll never know if people knew
and have been talking about it, and now I
have a new reason to have stage fright." –
UNIDENTIFIED LOCAL MUSICIAN
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LOCALS SHARE THEIR

WORST DATE STORIES
off at her work. She then proceeded to call

"I don't use a pic on Tinder or PoF, etc.
I don't use my real name. Unwittingly,
I got a D Pick from a close male relative,
cold, bam, out of the blue. And now I can't
look at him on family get togethers
without thinking PERV, or feeling
to Montanas he decides
drunk, so
breached in the worst kind
he is going to sit on the
there were
of uncomfortable
same side of the booth as me
some tumbles,
way!"
and try to kiss me. He was being
of course. But I'm

February is best known for

hell is over and she calls saying her mother

Valentine’s Day, and to keep

left her jacket in my car. After I cried knowing

that Hallmark Holiday real,
we asked Overcast readers

I would have to see her again, I dropped it
me and accuse me of robbing hundreds of

very loud saying "you're so beautiful,

to tell us a tale of a date gone

dollars out of her mom's jacket with credit

I know you want to kiss me" and I was

wrong, way wrong.

cards too. I laughed and hung up as this

so embarrassed. I think he could tell, so he

clearly must of been a thoughtfully planned

finally moved to the other side of the table.

"I met a girl over plenty of fish. Picked her

out skeet sting."

Once the meal was done he looks at me and

been drinking straight through from 7pm until

up for a coffee and a drive. She wanted to be

_____________________________________

says "Oh no, I forgot my wallet." So I ended

2 am. When I went to haul my underwear

up having to pay for both of us! I just wanted

down to pee, it was like a dog had bitten my

picked up at the Avalon Mall (first flag), but I

a tough broad. or so I
thought. I ended up back at his
place (fill in the blanks!) and woke
up to pee. I was still hammered -- we'd

gave her the benefit of the doubt, thinking I

"I moved here for cheap tuition. I knew no one

the date to be over so I paid and called a cab.

wrist, that's how much it hurt. It was starting

could be a serial killer or what not. She then

and made an unofficial rule that if someone

Then he jumps in the cab with me and says

to swell, so I went to find ice, to ice it, instead

gets in my car, proceeds to be grossed out

asked me out I would say yes. So on one of

he wants to bring me to my door. Once I'm

of you know, just heading home! The reason I

by my beard, and then asks if I can do her

these first dates, I was going to meet a nice-

at my door he tries to force himself on me to

mentioned "I was still hammered," is because

a favour. She wants to know if I can pick up

seeming guy downtown at a restaurant.

the point where my male roommate heard

I thought this was a good idea: He had ice, but

her mom at the DMV. Me being the nice guy I

We go in, sit down, and he wanted to hold

me saying "no, stop it," and he came out and

I couldn't find a ziplock or Dominion bag and

am said sure. As she rushes me to get to the

my hands, both of them, over the table as we

saved the day. He made my date leave and I

decided a bag of frozen blueberries would do

DMV, she proceeds to be rude and annoying.

sat across from each other in a booth. A little

never saw him again. I was pretty horrified at

the trick! Back to bed I went. I woke up to him

"Mudder can't wait all day," she says as I'm

weird, but whatever, he's European, has an

first, but now it's a funny story to tell.

shouting. There was a bright blue pool near

driving through traffic. I arrive at the DMV,

accent, I am interested. We chat awkwardly,

_____________________________________

my vagina, because the bag burst open, and

she gets out to grab her mom. Then the rest

waiting for the food to arrive. Food finally

of her family walks out as well; her 11 year

shows up and he won't let go of my hands!

"Me and this guy start talking on Tinder. He

old sister, her mom, and large white male

I try and subtly let him know I would like to

finds out I'm a movie buff too. We bond over

we will call 'Tiny,' who was recently just out

eat, but subtle isn't working, so I wrestle my

being a dying breed of people who still collect

"So, I'm at Merchant with a really great Tinder

of the slammer. I let this girl have a smoke

hands out of his, eat my food, excuse myself

DVDs, even VHS. It was cute, like, we talked

catch. Out of my league, catch my drift? Then

in my parents' car I was driving, because of

to go to the washroom and ghost out. He got

about when Jumbo and Blockbuster went

a person comes charging towards our table.

them being out of town. Of course her entire

between me and my food, it was never going

out of business and how the clearance sales

The person was this older woman I was

family lights up a smoke each when they get

to work between us."

were goldmines for cheap DVDs. Anyway,

hooking up with, but called it off, because

in, including the 11 year old sister. They go

_____________________________________

after 2 weeks of swoony chatting, he texts

she was extremely paranoid and jealous

me from The Ship at 1 am. I'm down the road,

and possessive immediately. Worried I was

through 2 packs in my car while I drive this

he thought the worst had happened."
_____________________________________

family around to do errands. Next thing you

"I was set up on a date with my manager's

just about to leave a party. We hook up. It

texting other women when she and I were

know I'm waiting outside Sobeys while they

son. He started texting me a few days

was awkward, fumbly, greedy -- that wasn't

together, or that I was flirting with a cab

get/rob groceries (Classic Tiny), then proceed

beforehand and told me he was going to

the surprise. He was gone the next morning,

driver, etc. Anyway, I ended it, and thought

to drop them at the mall to buy a dress. Then

take me to The Keg. When the night came,

and so were -- I discovered weeks later -- my

that was the last of her, until I'm at Merchant

me and Tiny had to run a special errand, of

he showed up at my door with a case of beer

boxsets of The Wire, and some movies! He's

with this smart babe, and this crazy old lady

course. After that, and picking them back up

and blood on his shirt. He said he went to a

not on Tinder anymore to confront him, but

comes barrelling over, and begins to tell my

at the mall, I then dropped the parents home

bar beforehand to have a few drinks because

c'mon, I think this was a con!"

date all about how untrustworthy I am, how

while we picked up more smokes for the 11

he was nervous, and the blood on his shirt

_____________________________________

I'll drop her 'like a hot potato when someone

year old girl who was fresh out. Backing out

was from a bar fight he had gotten into. This

of the store, I bumped into a car after just

should have been a sign to stay home, but

"This guy was the sweetest, seriously. We

has the smallest dick in this room.' Needless

having my licence for 3 weeks. Thank god

I was young and stupid so I left the house

agreed to meet for supper, got tipsy, ended

to say, mortified. I mean, on at least 2 of

nothing was done and both cars were fine so

with him. Once we were in the cab he tells

up heading downtown together to meet

3 of those warnings, this lady was out to

we went about our day. I dropped this girl's

me that The Keg is closed for renovations so

some of my friends. And then, because it's a

lunch, but, why wouldn't my date believe the

sister off, and then she rushed me to bring

we will be going to Montanas instead. This

winter wonderland out there, we agree to go

rambling mad woman? She must have. That

her to work. Finally I think this date from

was a lie, The Keg was opened. Once we get

sliding, on a hill back near his place. We were

was our second, and final date."
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else comes along,' and even that 'he probably
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BY SARAH SMELLIE

The uncertain provincial
economy has put the School
Lunch Association in a pickle.

closer, they pay less. Then it picks up
again after January. But this year’s decline
has been steady, right from September.
It’s having an effect on the organization’s
bottom line. “We'll serve about 800,000
meals this year,” Hopkins says. “That's a
$80,000 difference in what we receive this
year compared to last year.”
He thinks the province’s economic
uncertainty is to blame. “We were very
aware of the environment out there. It's
not good, to put it mildly,” he says. “So
we knew our meal revenue was probably

They’re scrambling to make

going to be hit this year. We just didn't

up an $80,000 reduction in

know how much.”

revenue from their school
lunch program.
The School Lunch Association serves
lunches to over 12,000 elementary and
primary students in 25 schools across the
Eastern Avalon. The pay-what-you-can
program is open to all students: parents
can fill out a sheet each month to order the
lunches and send it in with their kids in an
envelope. If they can afford the suggested
fee of $3.50 per lunch, that goes in the
envelope too. If not, no problem.
Since nobody can see who isn’t able
to pay and the program is available to
everyone, the kids who really need it
aren’t singled out says Ken Ken Hopkins,
the School Lunch Association’s
Executive Director.
Though they don’t keep track of
who pays what, they do keep track
of what’s coming in overall. This
year, they’ve seen an increase in
families using the service, and a
decline in the amount parents are
paying for the lunches. “Parents are
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

of the school year. As Christmas gets

paying approximately ten cents less
on average per meal this year than
last year,” says Hopkins. “It is very
substantial and a very noticed drop.”
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He says though the situation puts extra
financial pressure on the organization,
it underscores the need for the program
-- a need that continues to surprise him.
“I get asked do I think the need is still
there like it was in the 1980s. I would say
the need may be even more, but it's much
better hidden than it ever was.”

Harvey's Home Heating
Partnered Up with The Once
and Melted Everyone's Heart
The Once’s latest song was a co-write with a Claudia Melendy — not a bad
first foray into the music industry for a kid! Like many Newfoundlanders, Claudia
loves music. She has Dravet syndrome, a rare genetic condition and complicated
epilepsy disorder involving seizures and other cognitive and motor challenges. When
Claudia’s father heard that Easter Seals was trying to build an inclusive park in St.
John’s, he started a fundraiser to help. Harvey’s Home Heating were so “warmed” by
their client’s efforts, and Claudia’s love of music, they set a dream in motion for her.
Claudia and her parents came by Easter Seals one day, and Harvey’s had a special
surprise waiting for them: The Once were there to help create a song in Claudia's
honour. And all proceeds from their song will go to Easter Seals, and the building
of that much needed inclusive park. The song, "Warm Like Me," is fabulous, one of
their best, and is about how Claudia communicates and
shares her warmth with the world through music. It
is available for a limited time on iTunes, Spotify,
Google Play, and Amazon. So listen to your
warmed heart and go and buy a copy. You
can watch a video of the song on YouTube.
“We were thrilled to take part in this
initiative,” says Geraldine Hollett. “We really
want to have an impact on the playground
project, so we’re driving sales of the song
any way we can.”

He says every time he visits a school, the
school staff talk to him about how many
kids need the program. “There will be a
comment like, did you know this teacher
filled out three envelopes this month
because the kids didn’t come in their class
with them filled out, and they wouldn’t
have had a lunch otherwise if she didn’t,”
he says. “Every single day that’s going on.
If you’re not involved with it, you
may never know.”

(Record) Breaking News
2 Local Actors Up for
Canadian Screen Awards
In local filmmaker Justin Oakey’s crime drama Riverhead, an outport community is
divided when two vengeful brothers reignite their father’s feud with a middle aged
man. The film is up for two Canadian Screen Awards (The CSAs are the result of the Gemini
and Genie Awards merging). The awards will be held on March 12th in Toronto, televised live on
CBC, and hosted by Howie Mandell. The nominations are for local actors Lawrence Barry Evan
Mercer, and mark the first time 2 Newfoundlanders have been up for top actor honours at the
Canadian Screen Awards. The nomination puts Mercer head to head with Vincent Cassel, known
for Hollywood blockbusters like Black Swan, Ocean’s 12 &13, and Shrek. "I thought everyone in
the movie was fantastic," Mercer says. "So I was surprised to get singled out. It is just incentive
to keep working and pushing towards the goal of being a full-time performer.” As for Lawrence
Barry, the character he resurrects in Riverhead was borne out of Oakey’s short film, Flankers.
The two "bonded over family connections in the Grand Falls-Winsor area,” Oakey says, of
filming Flankers together. “When I pitched him the feature-length idea for Riverhead, he was
chomping at the bit to make it together. The story is fixated on his character, so he’s got the lion’s
share of screen time.” Oakey has said the plot of the film was inspired by stories his grandmother
told him about Catholics and Protestants constantly ever-bickering with each other up the North
Shore. “I think it’s a complex slice of history rarely explored on screen.”
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Provinical
Economy Puts
School Lunch
Association in
a Pickle

Parents tend to pay more at the beginning

The St. John's #BurgerBattle

PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Take a pic of a burger
on social media using
#BurgerBattle hashtag,
and you're automatically
entered to win a $50
certificate!

It's February, it's cold, it's
miserable and you need
comfort food as much as
restaurants need patrons
during their slowest month
of the year. We've got a fix
for both of it: The St. John's
Burger Battle.
16 fine local restaurants are onboard: each
will make a temporarily available burger
for the month of February. We've got it all,
from veggie to moose burgers, from wild
experiments to classic takes, and even
combos like lamb-pork belly and beef with
braised rib, so have a browse below. Your job
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is to try at least 1. Or at least 1 a week. Or be
the burger warrior and slam them all back for
epic burger battle bragging rights. If you really
do try them all, please get in touch for an

see your pics, we wanna light up the web
with local restaurants. So hit up the hashtag
#BurgerBattle (note the Caps!), and drop us
your commentary below this article, so we

kettle chips at lunch, and rosemary potato
wedges at supper. $17. Located at 223
Duckworth Street.

interview (and some cholesterol meds).

can share your thoughts: theovercast.ca.
There's also an icon in the sidebar you can
click, or a tab in the Overcast App.

BLUE ON WATER

How to Play the Game and Win a Prize!
There'll be two winning restaurants, our
food critic's pick, and the people's choice
(to vote for your favourite burger, use the
#BurgerBattle link in our app's menu or
website's sidebar.) Take a pic on social media
using #BurgerBattle hastag, and you're
automatically entered to win a $50 certificate
to Piatto Pizzeria!
Drop A Comment and Hit Up Our Hashtag!
In the age of social media, everyone's a critic.
We wanna know what you liked, we wanna

The Burgers!
BERNARD STANLEY GASTROPUB

Beef & Pork Belly Burger

8oz beef and pork patty on a sesame seed
bun, topped with pork belly, tomato jam,
Five Brothers' Logy Bay jack with hot chilies,
lettuce, caramelized onion, and apple relish,
maple rosemary and grainy dijon aioli, and
jalapenos. The burger will be served with

The Green Monster
Spiced lamb patty on housemade spinach bun,
with shaved pork belly, chicken pate, beet
ketchup, spicy pickles, lettuce, tomato and a
fried egg. The burger is served with a choice
of fries, salad, or soup. $18. Located at 318
Water Street.
CELTIC HEARTH

The Bullwinkle Burger
A moose burger with Five Brothers' smoked
cheddar, maple candied bacon, cider-marinated
crispy onions, rhubarb chutney mayo, on a Celtic
Hearth bakeshop bun. Garnished with a deep

COVER STORY

fried pickle. $18. "We will be running the burger
24 /7. Moose burger for breakfast anyone?"

3 in 1:
Reluctant Chef
Launch
The Brasserie

Located at 298 Water Street.
CHINCHED BISTRO

The Notorious PIG Mac
Two pork patties, bacon, PIG Mac Sauce, Five
Brothers Avalon Cheddar, lettuce, pickles and
onion, on a potato buttermilk bun. Served with

BY EMILY DEMING

shoe string cut fries and housemade ketchup.
$17. Limited quantities served nightly,
5:30pm-close. Located at 7 Queen Street.
EXILE /JAG HOTEL

Local Lamb & Pakora Burger
Haricot Farms' lamb, crispy pakora patty, rita
mayo, spicy pickled carrots, butter-toasted
brioche. $12 for the burger; $16 with a choice
of side. Located at 115 George Street West.
THE FIFTH TICKET

Local Beef Burger
Locally sourced beef with gruyere cheese,
house cured bacon, red onion jam, and
burger aioli on a freshly made Rocket
brioche bun, served with housemade bistro
fries, tossed in truffle oil, and topped with
parmesan cheese. $18. Located at
171 Water Street.
HARBOUR ROOM

PEI Patty & Braised
Short Rib Burger
Fresh ground PEI beef patty, stuffed with
braised short rib (served medium or well
done), iceberg lettuce, tomato beet relish,
grainy Dijon marrow-naise, seared foe gras,
fried egg, all on a brioche bun. Served with a
fresh micro salad. $26 (or served with crafty
old hen strong ale for $35). Located in the
Marriott Hotel on Duckworth Street.
MAGNUM & STEINS

The Kickin' Chicken Burger
Deep fried Texas pounded chicken, crispy
house ranch slaw, house pickles, jalapeno
& cheddar bun. $13.95. Located at 329
Duckworth Street.
MERCHANT TAVERN

The Merchant Burger
Double-smoked bacon, house made American
cheese, Merchant sauce, caramelized onion, and
pickles, on a house made brioche bun. $22/$30
(single or double patty). Choice of a side of fries
or onion rings. Located at 291 Water Street.

COVER STORY

PIATTO

La Dolce Vita Burger
7oz. lean beef infused with soppressata
salami and house seasoning, bacon onion
jam, maple goat cheese, jalapeno roasted
garlic aioli, smoked caciocavallo cheese, baby
arugula, and hot banana peppers on a ciabatta
bun. Garnished with a Soppressata SalamiWrapped Pepperoncini Pepper. $15; $18 with
a side Caeser. Located at 377 Duckworth and
60 Elizabeth Avenue.
PJ BILLINGTONS

The Beefington Burger
Housemade beef patty, bacon, mozzarella,
cheddar, PJ’s classic onion ring, crispy fried
banana peppers, ranch dressing; includes a
side. $14. Located at 102 Kenmount Road.
RELUCTANT CHEF

House Porchetta
on Turkish Bread
House porchetta (pork), house Turkish
bread, and house salsa verde with bitter
greens and mushroom duxelle. $15.
Located at 290 Duckworth Street.
SETO KITCHEN + BAR

Wagyu Burger
with Seto Sauce

Wagyu burger, seto secret sauce, cheese,
milk bun, served with onion rings and
Sichuan ketchup. $30. Located at 281
Duckworth Street.
THE SPROUT

Jiggs Burger
Jiggs burger with split peas, potatoes, turnip,
carrot, parsnip, onion, and savory, served on
a traditional Newfoundland bread bun and
topped with mustard pickles. Side of home
fries, a small house salad, or soup. $13.95.
Located at 364 Duckworth Street.

The Brasserie is the newest limb on the
voltronic eatery that is The Reluctant
Chef. In addition to The Vinyl Room bar
downstairs with records to spin, small
plates, and a speakeasy style, and the
Reluctant Chef original concept five course
tasting menu served in the room above,
there is now a newly re-decorated space
upstairs serving “French comfort food.”
The look and feel of the new space is
certainly comforting. Like the Vinyl
Room, they have somehow captured a
very specific feeling without a gauche
themed look. The matte white chandeliers,
sourced by local talent at Sam Design,
and the one wall of white subway tiles in a
den of burgundy, gilt framed mirrors, and
heritage mantels, brought me right back
to a cold, wet, and completely magical
Montreal weekend last winter. It feels
intimate and chic. The acoustics are decent
even with every table filled and chattering.
At the soft opening in late January, they had
cassoulet, a dish that is classically almost
a parody of French farmhouse cooking
where hearty does not mean simple with its
meats-cooked-in-meats-cooked-in-beans
blueprint. Here it was true to that essence
of simple-not-simple with braised white
beans rich with the flavour of foie gras.
The arancini, another appetizer, though not
French, fit right in with heavy and heady
ingredients (squid ink risotto) that came

TAVOLA

together to achieve the emotional balm of
a grandparent’s spaghetti and meatballs.
For mains I tried both their duck and
the house sausage. The sides with both
were good balances of comfort food
texture and date-night flavours (black
lentil and leek fricasse, potato rosti, and
sour cherries that popped in your mouth
like cranberries). The main courses did
not fully escape the trend in this town
of over-salting a good thing, but the
duck meat was very handily cooked and
memorably satisfying for a carnivore’s fix.
All the textures throughout the meal were
unimpeachable. The frites were perfectly
soft inside and crisp outside though as
small and delicate as toothpicks. I’d love
to have them to go in a little wax paper
bag so I could give in to the urge to throw
them into my maw by the handful.
The beer listings were not exceptional.
They had the standard Quidi Vidi products
alongside some imports, but the cocktails
were good and add to downtown’s
offerings. Death in the Afternoon and
Black Velvet both feature Cava (a sparkling
Spanish wine) mixed with absinthe or
stout, respectively. The Lumière features
gin with elderflower and chartreuse and I
am looking forward to trying it on my next
visit along with the “Spicy Dark n’ Foggy”
which adds “thai chilies and local berries”
to the rum and ginger beer base.
The mains were priced well (~20-30)
with shareably large portions and, as
the range of dishes was wide (and this
establishment has always gotten high
marks for accommodating individual
customer requests), the Brasserie
is poised to be a great Happy Hour
gathering spot that remains distinct from
the other pub-style alternatives.

YELLOWBELLY

House Beef on
Buttermilk Buns

Spiced Pork Sausage
& Belly Burger

House-ground beef on a buttermilk biscuit bun,
with 5 Brothers Pepper Jack Cheese, an onion
ring, bacon jam, fried tomatoes, cider & mustard
aioli, all garnished with fresh arugula and a fried
egg. $17. Located at 178 Water Street.

Spiced pork sausage and grilled pork belly
burger, served on soft Brioche bun, with light
spicy pickled papaya and cucumber, drizzled
with honey bavarian mustard, A side of braised
cabbage. $12. Located at 288 Water Street.
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Worth Your Dime
Select Events for February 2017

A NIGHT AT THE
OSCARS SHORTS
FEB. 18TH, 7-10PM
THE ROCKET ROOM (272 WATER ST.)
Every year, as a fundraiser so fun you’re
glad to be there, The St. John’s International
Women’s Festival Host “A Night at the Oscars
Shorts,” where they screen all 5 short films
nominated for an Oscar that year -- but the
films are only half the fun. This year, the event
will be hosted by local comic sensations
Amanda Bulman and Veronica Dymond. So
you can expect to laugh. There’ll be standup comedy, gourmet snacks, amazing
door prizes, signature cocktails, and more.
(Including a Women in Film trivia game. That
one’s $5 to play).The main event is obviously
the films. This year’s 5 nominees are: Ennemis
Interieurs (With the Algerian civil war raging
on, and terrorists infiltrating France, a French
police officer of Algerian descent conducts an
interview with a French-born Algerian); la
Femme et la TGV (Elise waved to a passing
train every day until the conductor sent her a
note, sparking a correspondence ... and then
he goes missing and she goes looking for
him); Silent Nights (A young Danish woman
falls for an undocumented immigrant at
a homeless shelter, they fall in love, but a
devastating secret from his past threatens
that love); Sing (Zsofi investigates why her
choir director treats her cruelly despite her
love of singing); and Timecode (Two lonely,
bored security guards find a unique way of
communicating and alleviating their boredom).
Tickets are $25, and that includes a plate of
house-made vegetarian hors d'oeuvres. Note:
this always sells out, so hurry.

CONSTELLATIONS
FEB. 23-25TH, 8PM (+ SATURDAY 2PM)
@ THE LSPU HALL
Written by Nick Payne and produced by
Corner Brook 's Hard Ticket Theatre,
Constellations is a two-person show that
presents a single relationship as a series
of possibilities. Marianne is a physicist who
explains to Roland (and, to the audience)
that the multiverse is a possibility, and so
every outcome of every decision exists in
an alternate version of our universe. The
characters slightly recreate several important
moments from their relationship. They meet,
fall in love, get married or they meet, don’t
fall in love, and don’t get married. They stay
together, they break up. It’s an innovative
piece of theatre that allows for multiple views
of the same two people. Mark Bradbury,
Artistic Director of Hard Ticket Theatre,
and the actor who plays Roland, says, “It
is a story of love found, love lost, absolute
bliss, and heartache. It is such a beautifully
written play; the characters are wonderful,
robust, and complex. It will make your belly
hurt with laughter and then break your heart
the next moment.” “There is also a unique
aspect to this play in that one entire scene is

February 2017

FEB
2

Tampopo
DIRECTED BY JÛZÔ ITAMI

Things To Come

had to learn American Sign Language during
the rehearsal process.” Central to the story
that slowly unfolds, is that the couple is also

FEB
9

DIRECTED BY MIA HANSEN-LØVE

FEB
16

played using sign language; Rebecca and I

The Lobster
DIRECTED BY YORGOS LANTHIMOS

forced to deal with the ultimate reality of life:
death. “We are very excited to be returning to
the LSPU hall. Constellations marks the third
production that we have brought to The Hall
over the past few years.”

I'M OKAY, YOU'RE OKAY: A COMEDY SHOW FOR THE WORRIED
FEBRUARY 10TH, 8PM @ THE LSPU HALL
I’m Okay, You’re Okay is a one-night comedy event featuring some of St. John’s top
comic talent. Andie Bulman, Sarah Walsh, and Veronica Dymond "have personal stories,
varying degrees of anxiety disorders, and oddball insights that will make you cringe,
gasp, and burst out laughing! And though you might be tempted to check in on them
afterward, don't worry-- they're okay!"
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MUN
Cinema
Series

FEB
23

Toni Erdmann
DIRECTED BY MAREN ADE

Thursdays @ 7:00 pm
Cineplex Theatres, Avalon Mall
WWW.MUN.CA/CINEMA

SELECT EVENTS

We're Home to
Some of the Best
Canadian UFO
Stories
BY CHAD PELLEY

When it comes to Canadian UFO
frenzies, Newfoundland gets
the biggest entry in Wikipedia’s
summary of sightings:
Clarenville, 1978.
THE CLARENVILLE
CRAZE OF ’78
Though it’s not the only documented martian
encounter in NL, a 1978 craze-inducing
report from Clarenville came straight from
a cop’s mouth, and what most people love
about this story is the year and duration of
the encounter. It was 1973. That’s well before
everyone and their wi-fi mooching neighbour
had a pirated copy of Photoshop. Photoshop
hadn’t been invented yet. And drones were the
stuff of sci-fi movies.
Better still, the unidentified flying object
hovered in place for nearly two hours, between
Clarenville and Random Island. So it wasn’t a
“Wat’s dat?” moment of people scratching their
heads as some chunk of metal zipped through
the sky in the blink of an eye.
The story has added credibility because it was
a cop who gave a detailed account of it, along
with a dozen witnesses. And conveniently
Constable Jim Blackwood of the RCMP
happened to have some drug surveillance
equipment on him that afforded him a good
look at the thing.
PLUCKED FROM THE WEB

One of the more fun facts surrounding this
X-files-y case was the alleged playfulness of
the UFO: when Constable Blackwood turned
on his police cruiser’s lights, the Flying Saucer
is said to have mimicked the flashing patterns
and colours of the cop car’s lights. Its exit
from the sky was grand: “Vroom – it took off
like a shooting star,” he’s quoted as saying.
Blackwood was only 25 at the time, and
stopped talking about it much, because
co-workers started to poke fun at the rookie
believer. But the town itself loved to believe:
a local hockey team changed their name to
the Clarenville UFOs, and local retailers threw
some extra special extraterrestrial-themed
sales with prices that were undoubtedly “out
of this world.”
WAS THAT CLARENVILLE CASE
A ONE-TIME OCCURRENCE?
So, what about other local sightings since?
There’s been plenty. The Canadian UFO Survey
reports over a thousand a year in recent years.
Their latest report (2016) summarized all of
2015’s Canadian sightings, and there were 9
from here. 2015’s local sightings include one
in Labrador City where the witness of the
triangle-shaped object is said to have “lost

PHOTOS: CBC CANADA

Thy
Martian
Clad Hills

Constable Blackwood’s drug surveillance
equipment is described as a “special high
powered viewing scope,” with “60 times
magnification,” and he had a good long look
through it, given the craft stayed in the area
for an hour or two. Better still, Blackwoord
was an aircraft enthusiast, and says the
thing wasn’t “normal” at all. It was made of
a coarse, dull material. And it wasn’t just
Clarenvillers making the claim: a radar in
Gander picked the thing up, and a Canadabound plane from Jordan had noticed the
thing. So media from across the country and
beyond badgered Blackwood for interviews.
The BBC actually included the story
in a doc on UFOs.
sky), and 2010 saw national news headlines
about unexplained missile-like objects in the
sky in Harbour Mille, but the fact that UFO
sightings are going up in conjunction with
more and more people dabbling in drones
and Photoshop makes the spike in sightings
harder to buy.
GANDER’S NEAR-CRASH BETWEEN
A UFO AND US NAVY PLANE IS A
“TOP 10 ENCOUNTER”
It’s still the old timey UFO stories, because
the truth was less malleable back then,
that people are drawn to. Like the 1951
Gander incident. It was February, and the
witnesses were Americans aboard a US
Navy flight, that was stopping into Gander
Airport to refuel after an overseas flight.
US Naval Reserve Lieutenant Graham
Bethune and his co-pilot had eyes on the
thing for 4-5 minutes before the object
decided it didn’t like being spotted, and came
barreling towards them. “Its altitude and
size increased as though its speed was in
excess of 1,000 miles per hour. It closed in
so fast that the first feeling was we would
collide in midair.” A radar in Gander
confirms the story. The flying

ten minutes of time.” A notable St.

object – which couldn’t

John’s report claimed there was
a golden orb reportedly being
“chased by jets.” Other sightings
from last year were as varied as
a “burger-like” form in the sky to
one that bounced up and down
in purple lighting. Our province’s
biggest year for sightings was
2012 (with a total of 23 WTFs in the

be identified by either

There appeared a
yellow halo on the water.
It turned to an orange, to a
fiery red, and then started
movement toward us at a
fantastic speed, turning to
a blueish red around
the perimeter.

Gander airport for a radar reading about
their encounter, Intelligence officers were
on the scene, waiting for them to land. They
interviewed the entire crew, who signed
reports, which is documented proof of the
ordeal. Bethune has said “”It was obvious
from the questions and demeanor of the US
Navy men who debriefed us that they’d seen
things out there before.” The crew couldn’t
do much interviewing for professional
reasons, but one of them supposedly gave
an interview, anonymously, to Major Donald
Keyhoes for a book called Flying Saucers.
Here is a passage from the chapter devoted
to this incident: “My impression was that
there was a small city ahead, because it
was the same glow you get from a group
of lights … I asked the navigator to check
his ship plot. He replied that there were no
ships plotted in this area and that we were
not close to the shipping lanes anyway…
“There appeared a yellow halo on the water.
It turned to an orange, to a fiery red, and then
started movement toward us at a fantastic
speed, turning to a blueish red around the
perimeter. Due to its high speed, its direction
of travel, and its size, it looked as though
we were going to be engulfed … everyone
began ducking, and a few heads were hit on
objects.” It was only a few seconds before
the UFO was out of sight. They estimated its

US Navy men nor

speed in excess of 1500 mph. The incident

Gander airport,

made OpenMindTV’s The Top 10 Strangest

was described as

Canadian UFO Reports. “When we landed at

“definitely circular

Argentia, Newfoundland, we were met by

and reddish orange

intelligence officers. The types of questions

on its perimeter.”

they asked us were like Henry Ford asking

Because word got out

about the Model T. You got the feeling that

the Navy men had called

they were putting words in your mouth.”
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Endless
Weekend
BY SANDY MAY

Mick Davis can write a
tune, lay down a guitar lick,
oooooooh and ahhhhhh, pop
his collar, and strut with
the best of them. He calls
everyone he meets baby,
and reduces me, at least, to
a giggling schoolgirl.
Davis’ stock and trade is in Rock and Roll.
Between fronting hometown legends, The
Novaks, his 50’s tribute act, The Skinny
Jims, playing bass with Denis Parker, or as
a solo artist, Davis has been toiling in rock
and roll’s trenches nearing two decades,
playing 150+ gigs last year alone. He’s just
released his fourth solo album, Endless
Weekend, and much like the previous
three, it’s an eclectic mix. Make no mistake
though; Endless Weekend is rock and roll
through and through.
Davis has always worn his influences
on his sleeve. Springsteen, Tom Petty,
John Lennon: the obvious suspects. Still,
you know a Mick Davis song when you
hear one. The first two tracks on Endless
Weekend grab your attention for this
reason. They’re credited to J. Wilson
and C. Churchill, respectively, and Davis
channels the extra layer of homage with
finesse. I’m unsure how the opening track,
“Waiting for You” sounds performed by
Wilson, but under Davis’ treatment, it’s
one of the best songs Rick Ocasek never
wrote. Ditto for track two. Davis’ vocals
and piano playing on “Happiness” are early
1970s John Lennon coming through my
speakers plain as day.
“I’m Still Alive” moves into classic Mick
Davis territory, and don’t let the catchy
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“Lunger’s Lament” shifts gears into folkier
terrain, with Fergus O’Bryan on banjo
and backing vocals. It’s a stunning Celtic
tinged song that shines lyrically. “C’mon
give it to me!” serves Davis well, but the
gift he demonstrates for narrative on this
song is something special, and I want
more… C’mon give it to me!
“Turn It All Around” is a soulful-little bit
of dirt mixed with tears ballad: gritty,
nostalgic, and uplifting in a Springsteen
sort of way, and a standout track. The
album winds down with sparse vocals and
music box piano on “If You Were Mine,”
and “P.S. My Glasses Are Just Fine”: a
clear-eyed kiss off to an ex-lover, and a
perfect ending to the album.
There you have it. If Newfoundland is
an embarrassment of musical riches,
rock and roll troubadour Mick Davis
stands tall as one of the East Coast’s
finest gems. If I have to fault Endless
Weekend for anything, it’s only that I had
to pry the latest Novaks disc from my
stereo in its place.

PHOTO: MOLLY CLARKE

Mick Davis in

Belinda Carlisle hooks or synth convince
you otherwise. On the chorus, Davis
plants his feet firmly on the ground and
sings: “I found out early on the only
way I could survive, I write the songs
I’m still alive, I’m still alive.” Maybe
he’s referencing the hype surrounding
The Novaks when they burst onto the
early 2000s scene, maybe not. Either
way, whatever The Novaks set out to
conquer as brash 20-somethings, Davis
is confident in the decisions he’s made.
He’s a musician, and he’s going to play,
because that’s what musicians do. And
play he does. The next track, “I’m So In
Love With You” is a smoking standard
blues progression with a cheekiness
that makes me grin wide every time, and
threaten to duck walk down my hallway.

India Play
It Cool on
Self-titled
Debut
BY LUKAS WALL

Over the past year, young
rockers India have become as
regular at bars and venues in
downtown St. John’s as the beer
that shares their name.
Now with the release of the band’s hotly
anticipated self-titled debut, India brings the
energy and swagger of their live show to their
first full-length record. The album’s 10 tracks
are quick, punchy, and reverb-soaked, packed
full of crunchy guitar riffs and too cool for
school lyrics.
The four-piece, made up of dual vocalists and
guitarists Adam Engram and Peter Lannon,
bassist Braden Howse, and drummer Jack
Etchegary, have made a name for themselves
with their jangly and fun brand of rock.
The band owes a lot to local contemporaries like
Bleu and Sleepy, but has an attack and energy
all their own. Creative rhythmic passages,
simple hooks, and straight-ahead grooves are
hallmarks of India’s songs and have helped
make the quartet mainstays in the city. Of
course, the band’s debut has these qualities in
spades. All the band’s lo-fi charm jumps out,

with dirty guitars, punchy bass and full, big,
and boomy drums, and the vocals are mixed
nicely, often with a splash of echo and verb
that give the tracks some extra depth. The
record’s songs are also wrapped up in slick
packaging – both in terms of the visual design
and production – bright and washy with a bit
of an edge and some personality.
One of the standouts on the record is
“Don’t Mind,” a fuzzy and dreamy homage to
late nights downtown. The guitars lead the way
on the song with plenty of springy reverb and
spacey echo, while the gritty affected vocals sit
on top with a simple melody. The group is tight
through the rhythmic patterns in the chorus
and Etchegary’s drum grooves make the tune
one of the most danceable on the album.
“Dead” is another standout, opening with
a shaky and commanding tremolo-laden
guitar riff. Perhaps the rawest of the album’s
tracks, the vocals are honest, powerful, and
yearning, the drums are driving, and the
guitars assured and rocking.
All together, India is a consistent set of solid
rock songs that are young and fun. Among
the album’s 10 songs, it’s the rawest, grittiest,
and most honest moments that steal the
show, and the record would be even better
served if the band let it all hang out.
India’s first album is a little safe at times,
but the band has plenty of room to grow. No
one has more fun at an India show than the
musicians themselves, and that’s something
that translates to a live audience just as it
does on the band’s debut. India is a strong
start from this young band that will certainly
continue to get better with age (unlike the
beer that shares their name).
THE ARTS

Christopher
Postill Wants
To Help You
Find Your
Weird
BY SARAH SMELLIE

Oddhobby in which the listener is guided
through a simple solitary activity, Postill’s
personal podcast called Workshop where he
makes music and talks to a depressed robot,
and of course the original Sounds Like An
Earful series.
The upcoming No Return Address assembles
six people in his studio to read letters they all
wrote the week before. The letters might be
to their younger selves, to their boss, or to a
neighbour who parked in their spot.

Butter Pictures
Two Local Filmmakers
Set Their Sights on
It's a half-hour
Small Business
comedy about a
BY MARK HOFFE

“People who love podcasts
are hungry for it and they go
hunting for weird stuff,” he says.
“Weird stuff resonates more.”
He’s using his podcasting studio Sounds
Like An Earful to help people make podcasts,
and to help build a podcasting community
in St. John’s.
Postill started podcasting five years ago after
giving up his small-tour-across-Canada life
as a musician. He loved Radiolab because
they love playing with sound as much as they
love story, so his friend encouraged him to
record their phone conversations and make a
podcast out of them. So he did.
They’d start by talking about a subject like
having children, and Postill would wind
up calling other people like doctors or,
say, the leader of the Voluntary
Human Extinction Movement
and recording those
conversations, too. He
edited it all together
into a quirky, goofy,
surprising and
honest podcast called
Sounds Like An
Earful.

He’s looking at setting up a podcast book
club where people would hang out and
discuss what they heard and he’s building an
incubator program to help people get their
podcasts off the ground. People will pitch the
idea they’d like to develop and every three
months, he’ll choose one and offer his time,
expertise and even some gear. Ideally, he’d be
able to offer a small grant with it, too.
“I just think people should podcast,” he says.
“When I was doing Sounds Like An Earful
for the first three years, it was like going
to school again. Every day I woke up with
something to think about and some stranger
to hunt down and talk to. It’s a great way to
learn stuff and have fun and talk to people you
wouldn’t normally talk to.”
His advice to someone starting out? Don’t hide
your weirdness. “I think that part of the success
of podcasting is that you no longer have
to be playing to the room to find an
audience,” he says. “You can be
as weird as you want. Don’t
dull down your weirdness.
It’s your podcast and
if two people like it,
that’s wicked.”
Postill will be heading
up an RPM Recorda-Thon on February

People listened. “I mean,
the numbers aren’t huge,”
he says. “But every once in
awhile, I’ll get an email from someone
saying, ‘I heard that and it was really cool.’”

1st at the Rocket Room
from 9am to 8pm. He’ll
be there recording an entire
RPM album. People are invited to
drop in and contribute, collaborate, check out
his set-up and ask for advice. You can check

Sounds Like A Earful is now a full-fledged

out his podcast about recording his RPM last

podcast editing and design studio with four

year at studio.soundslikeanearful.com. And

podcasts: a fantasy fiction podcast called

hey, comedians make RPM albums. You can

Gorbauuch, an instructional podcast called

definitely make a podcast RPM album.
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The evolutionary concept of survival of
the fittest evolves with human beings and

family who quit the
internet and hit the
open road in
an RV.

their relationship with technology.
While specialization allows some to survive, it seems a diverse skill set is key to
climbing the ladder to success. Consider Butter Pictures Inc.'s co-Presidents Micah
Martin and Kerry Gamberg.
Butter Pictures is an indie film production company and rental house owned and
operated by Martin and Gamberg, both familiar faces on local film and TV sets. Martin is
most often a vital member of the province's second-to-none grip crew, and Gamberg's
gigs range from stints as production coordinator for Republic of Doyle and Frontier to
fixer for VICELAND Canada's "Newfoundland Coast" episode of their documentary series
Abandoned. "When a local production company shifted gears a bit, they sold off a bunch
of their film equipment, so we invested some money into buying up their equipment,"
explains Martin. "It was both an asset to have for our own projects, and a good way to
make a bit of money from the rentals."
On the equipment rental end, Butter Pictures are keen to work with Atlantic Studios
Co-Operative (ASCO), the province's key source of lighting and grip equipment."You kind
of have to find those specialty items for productions, for example the DJI Ronin, or DJI
Osmo series and my jib crane are all items we rent on a regular basis and are things that
ASCO doesn’t offer," explains Martin. "Basically, we feel that it's our responsibility as film
and television professionals to work together in offering existing and future productions
the highest level of quality equipment and service without having to go to the Mainland."
As for the production end of things, Gamberg couldn't be more optimistic. Following
trips to Los Angeles and New York to participate in their respective 2016 Produced By
Conferences and meet with U.S. film and TV producers, executives, and distributors –
not to mention attending talks featuring Tina Fey and Chris Rock – she's now focused
on seeing Butter Pictures' first comedy series to the TV screen. "The Hallidays has
been my main focus, as a creator," says Gamberg. "It's a half-hour comedy about a
family who quit the internet and hit the open road in an RV. Originally it was designed
to be a road trip across Newfoundland and Canada, with each episode being set in a
different holiday destination.
"I'm now developing it to be about a family from Newfoundland who roadtrip across
America, which has enormous comedic potential and would net a much larger audience.
We've also got a short film script we're hoping to produce in the next year, and I'm
currently in talks with VICE Media to produce a 20-minute documentary called SKEET.
2017 is shaping up to be a busy year for us!"
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Chris Ledrew
on His Return
to Songwriting
... in Nashville
BY JERRY STAMP

Chris LeDrew has been singin’
songs and slingin’ strings for
years. He recently yielded to the
muse yet again, ending a lengthy
hiatus from recording.
Chris traveled to Nashville to record his
newest album, Art of the Confessor, with his
friend Joshua Grange. The result is a moody
ethereal collection of tunes that range from
cool-rock attitude to crushing self-doubt. One
minute mellow and tenuous, the next full of
sway-instigating head-bopping.
WHAT PROMPTED THIS JOURNEY
BACK INTO RECORDING?
I had a long dry spell after my second solo
album Stronger Man in 2006. I was really
happy to take home a couple of Music NL
awards and such for my efforts, but a part
of me let that album die in the cradle. I was
in a different mode, becoming a father and
studying English in grad school. Deep down
I felt that maybe this was it for me as a
songwriter. I was moving on to other things
in my life. But then about two years ago the
ideas started coming again, almost out of
nowhere. So I began to compile them on voice
memos and work on arrangements.
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Grange had
been producing
some really cool,
dark Americana
stuff, and I thought it
would be a great
fit for me.

WHY
NASHVILLE
AND JOSHUA
GRANGE?
We met in 2006
when he came to St. John’s with Dwight
Yoakam, and then two years later in K.D.
Lang’s band. So we kept in touch throughout
the years and got together a couple of times
in Nashville. He moved there because of his
main job playing steel with Sheryl Crow,
who’s based out of there now. I mentioned
that I was writing again, and the topic
naturally came around to working with him at
his studio. He had been producing some really
cool, dark Americana stuff, and I thought it
would be a great fit for me, and a departure at
the same time from my typical jingle-jangle
Byrds/Petty/Dylan motif.

Yee Grlz
Steep Ideals
in Character
and Wit
BY BRAD PRETTY
St. John’s is undergoing a femaleled rock renaissance, and rightfully
so. Last year, initiatives like Band Off
and Girls Rock NL stoked the creative
minds of the women of the city, calling to
action a generation of talent usually left
maligned, while male-dominated shows
set the palette for everyone’s weekend.
Yee grlz’s Party Streak steeps that
ideal in honesty and character, while
speaking to mundanity with wit. It’s
grimy and straight to the point, wrapping
everything up in a package reminiscent
of grrrllbearers like Bikini Kill and
Bratmobile. There’s no
use in overanalyzing it;
it’s 8 songs that clock
in under 12 minutes,
thoroughly ripped

YOU WENT DOWN THERE WITH A FEW
SONGS BUT ENDED UP WRITING THE
WHOLE ALBUM THERE?
Yes. Up until working with Josh, I’d had full
creative control over every album I recorded.
There was no one to really give me any
pushback on the quality of the writing. Josh
is very assertive and knows what he wants.
He listened to the demos I’d made, and about
ten days before we were set to fly down and
record he rejected about 80% of what was
there, suggesting instead that we take ideas
from an earlier pre-production writing session
(that we had in February), from which we had
only half-finished ideas, partial arrangements,
and hardly any lyrics. So needless to say I was
taken aback and quite frankly pissed off. No
one had ever outright dismissed so much of
my material before. But at the same time the
idea of going down and jumping in with these
other ideas was really exciting. These songs
were true collaborations between Josh and
me, and there was something cool about the

through with catchy

prospect of that Canadian-American mix. Josh
had worked with some incredible musicians
during his career, so I believed him when he
assured me that we would create something
stellar. Josh seemed 100% confident that in ten
days we’d have a solid record of great songs.
So I just went with it, put all my faith in him,
and shelved the original batch of songs for
another time.
ART OF THE CONFESSOR STRIKES
ME AS EQUAL PARTS FAMILIAR AND
NEW. DID YOU HAVE A PARTICULAR
SOUND IN MIND WHEN YOU WENT TO
WORK WITH JOSHUA, OR DID THIS
SORT OF COME ABOUT AFTER SOME
EXPERIMENTATION?
When we first got together to do preproduction, I think he evaluated my voice,

choruses and power chords. Borealis
winner Jake Nicoll captures every second
of Catherine Roberge, Becky Gibson,
Jessica Gibson, and Jess Barry as they
beat and wail and scrape. It’s vicious and
fun and real. “Like a bag of chips” and
“not yr girl” remind me of old school St.
John’s punk. It’s meant for a moshpit
or a tape deck, with “I don’t want to be
what you want me to be, I’m not your
girl” summing up the DIY mentality and
disregard for traditional roles. While yee
grlz playfully tackle some more pressing
concerns, its essence lies in a down to
earth portrayal of humans being humans,
no matter what gender or persuasion.
There’s always been a female footing
in the St. John’s folk scene, but when
it comes to the grittier punk and rock
scenes, there’s been a noticeable lack
of engagement. 2016 was a transitional
year in a lot of ways, but strides
towards gender inclusion were a huge
part of the narrative in this small city.
Never a simple task, it was built with a
combination of homegrown work ethic
and good old fashioned political activism.
Yee Grlz exemplifies that
particular mindset: to
simply create, to not
be daunted by the
act of doing so, and
to just f@cking play.

style, and general vibe and forged a sound
based around what he thought would
strengthen me as a recording artist. In recent
years, I had been moving away from a rootsy
Beatle-esque sound into more straight pop/
rock sounds, but when we starting recording
we found ourselves right back in Abbey Road
mode! Something about the approach felt
very natural and unforced. It felt like we were
tapping into our sources but not overdoing
any one sound. Josh is a very atmospheric
player and writer, and he loves lush, retro
reverbs. I often stayed out of his way and let
him build tracks to his own tastes, which were
often right in line with mine anyhow.
LeDrew will be showcasing at the upcoming
Folk Alliance Conference in Kansas City
February 15-19 and sharing the stage with Cory
Tetford at Holy heart Theatre on March 8th.
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Oh Can-lit-ada

Some 2017 Spring Releases
We’re Stoked About

BY EVA CROCKER

Here’s a list of soon-to-be released Canadian books
of fiction and poetry that we can’t wait to get our hands
on (in alphabetical order ‘cause narrowing it down to
ten was hard enough).

SKEET LOVE By Craig Francis Power (May; Breakwater Books)
Newfoundland artist, writer, and critic Craig Francis Power’s first novel, Blood Relatives, won
the Percy Janes First Novel Award, the Fresh Fish Award, the Relit Award and was shortlisted
for the BMO Winterset Award. Skeet Love, which was included in The 49th Shelf’s Spring 2017
Preview, is set in Toronto in the near future. The book follows a collection of misfits who
believe they are under surveillance by a religious cult.
SON OF A TRICKSTER by Eden Robinson (February; Knopf Canada)
Eden Robinson’s first book, a collection of short stories about indigenous youth called
Traplines, won the 1996 Winifred Holtby Prize and was praised for it’s dark, dry humour. Since
then she has published several award-winning, internationally acclaimed books and has
become one of the most celebrated authors in Canada. Son of a Trickster is the first instalment
in her trilogy of trickster novels. It’s a coming of age story about Jared, a young man
supporting his alcoholic and sometimes absent mother while trying to unravel the mystery of
why his maternal grandmother never liked him and called him "the son of a trickster."

THE GREATEST HITS OF WANDA
JAYNES by Bridget Canning
(April; Breakwater)
Bridget Canning has won numerous awards
and been recognized by the BC Federation of
Writers Literary Writes competition, and the

THE CORPSES OF THE FUTURE
by Lynn Crosbie
(April; Anansi)
Lynn Crosbie is a cultural critic, who wrote a
regular column on pop culture in the Globe
And Mail titled “Pop Rocks” for years. She

GLASS BEADS
by Dawn Dumont
(April; Thistledown Press)
In addition to being an award-winning
author, the multi-talented Dawn Dumont is
an actor and comedian who has performed

LITTLE SISTER
by Barbara Gowdy
(February; HarperCollins)
Barbara Gowdy is the author of seven
internationally acclaimed novels including
The White Bone, We So Seldom Look on

Newfoundland and Labrador Arts and Letters
awards. Her stories have appeared in several
Canadian publications, including Riddle Fence.
The Greatest Hits of Wanda Jaynes is her
eagerly awaited first novel. In The Greatest Hits
of Wanda Jaynes, the life of a misanthropic,
disillusioned college instructor spins out of
control when a video that shows her “saving
the day” is posted online.

is the author of several award-winning
books of poetry and prose. Her most recent
book, Where Did you Sleep Last Night, is an
incredibly weird, poetic novel about a teenage
girl who dates a re-incarnation of Kurt Cobain.
The protagonist and Kurt’s re-incarnation
embark on a drug-fuelled adventure that
leads her to heartbreak and stardom. The
Corpses of the Future is a book of poetry
about the conversations Crosbie had with
her father as he struggled with dementia and
blindness following a stroke.

all over Canada and the United States. She
co-hosts the APTN reality comedy series
Fish Out of Water, is the afternoon drive DJ
for Voices Radio, and writes a column for
Eaglefeather News called, “That’s What She
Said.” Dumont’s third book, Glass Beads, is a
collection of connected short-stories about
the evolving friendships of four First Nations
people who are among the first in their
families to spend most of their adult lives off
their reservation.

Love and Falling Angels. She has won the
Marian Engel Award, the Trillium Book Award,
and is a Member of the Order of Canada and
a Guggenheim Fellow. Little Sister is about
a woman named Rose who runs a repertory
theatre with her widowed mother. During a
summer of unusual weather Rose begins
dreaming that she is living someone else’s
life, soon the line between dreaming and
waking life begins to blur.

FUGUE STATES
by Pasha Malla
(May; Knopf Canada)
Pasha Malla’s first book, a collection of short
stories titled, The Withdrawal Method, was a
smash hit that won the Trillium Book Award
and was nominated for pretty much every
literary award under the sun. His well-received
second book, People Parkis a dystopian novel
about a fictional city that crumbles under the
pressure of celebrating its silver jubilee. Fugue
States is a novel about two young
men; a radio host named Ash
Dhar and his pothead best friend.
When Ash’s father passes away he
considers travelling from Canada
to Kashmir to better understand
his Indian heritage.Ash feels

BLUE FIELD
by Elise Levine
(April; Biblioasis)
Elise Levine is the author of the short story
collection Driving Men Mad and the novel
Requests and Dedications. She has been
praised for her ability to infuse mundane
situations with tension and portray starkly
real relationships. Blue Field
is a novel about a woman
named Marilyn whose friend
drowned while deep sea
diving with her husband.
After the incident, Marilyn
begins diving, taking on

conflicted about visiting Kashmir
as a westerner with what he sees
as a tenuous connection to the
place, somehow Ash’s clueless
friend ends up going in his place.

dives that exceed her
capabilities, as a way of
both memorializing and
competing with her late
friend.
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HOPE HAS TWO DAUGHTERS
by Monia Mazigh
(Out Now! Anansi Press)
Monia Mazigh is a human rights advocate
and an academic as well as the author of a
book of non-fiction, Hope and Despair and
the well-received novel Mirrors and mirages.
Like Mazigh, the narrator of Hope Has Two
Daughters, Nadia, is an immigrant from Tunisia
living in Canada.
The novel follows
Nadia’s daughter,
Lila, as she travels
to Tunisia to learn
about her mother’s
birth country. In
Tunisia Lila meets
old friends of her
mother’s and learns
disturbing things
about Nadia’s past.

THE LONELY HEARTS HOTEL
by Heather O’Neill
(February; HarperCollins)
Heather O’Neil is known for capturing the
grimy, magical mystery of contemporary
Montreal in both her award-winning debut
novel Lullabies For Little Criminals and
The Girl Who Was Saturday Night. Her third
book, Daydream of Angels is a collection of
fablesque short stories that demonstrates
her versatility as
a writer. In The
Lonely Hearts Hotel,
O’Neill returns to
the novel form and
revisits Montreal’s
dangerous yet
romantic underbelly
to tell a story set in
the 1900s about two
orphans navigating
the city’s streets.
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The Life & Art
of Graham
Howcroft
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
PHOTO: ALYSSE GAFKJEN

Internationally, 2016 was a year fraught with the death
of beloved artists. Having lost Ron Hynes the year before,
St. John’s might have thought it was safe, but the year’s end
took master glass artist Graham Howcroft from our ranks.

His low-key public persona meant that by
his last years he had dropped out of the
public eye, but within the arts community the
outpouring of grief was a moving testament to
the influence he had on the creative life of St.
John’s, and further into the island’s rural core.

proudly points out, an old band of his from the
Blackpool days had opened a show for The
Animals. He played in several bands over the
years in St. John’s, Lukeys Boat with Sandy
Morris and Noel Dinn perhaps the best known
among them.

I lived next door to Graham briefly. He
would hang out in his back yard, I in mine,
in comfortable silence. I don’t know that
we ever exchanged more than 2 words, but
the vibe was relaxed, no pressure to make
conversation for the sake of social niceties.
I’ve since realized this was a big part of who
Graham was. “He hated small talk” his creative
partner Jason Rendell, of Rendell & Howcroft
Studio says. “Some people will tell you he was
hard to get along with, but I find those people
harder to get along with. They couldn’t accept
that he had no time for small conversation.”

Friend Mike Wade made music with him, and
more. They once had a legendary scrap, pulling
the 2 swords displayed on the wall of The Ship
Inn down to duel it out over some debate that
had grown heated. The swords were never
returned to the wall after that. Graham was
a formative influence for artist Clem Curtis.
“Graham’s was the first studio I ever went
into. I was painting murals on the LSPU Hall
wall with house paint. Graham got an order of
proper paint together for me, taught me what
tools I needed to be an artist.” They would jam
or debate art techniques late into the night.
Passionate debate is one of the things Graham
seems to be remembered best for.

Born in Blackpool, England, Graham first
moved to St. John’s in 1969 already a
competent glassblower, after studies in
stained glass and mosaic, and a return to
England in ’74, he moved permanently to the
rock in ‘77, opening up his own studio in ‘79.
His sister Barbara, who helped raise him,
since both his parents worked unusual hours,
describes his move to St. Johns as “when he
began his alternative lifestyle.” St. John’s in
the 70s was full of the most vivid cast to share
this shift into artistic counterculture with.
A skilled bassist, also self taught Barbara
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Anne Pickard-Vandeering, also an artist , says
twice conversations with Graham inspired her
to go back to school and up her game. In April
2015 she bought Grahams house on Gower,
where he continued to live until his death last
December. The deed to the house was very late
in coming. Eerily, it arrived on the day of his
death. Asked to describe her friend Graham,
she responds “Graham understood light and
dark, in his art and in his life. He was complex,
passionate, and kind. I will miss him.”

Multi-talented friend Liz Solo was influenced
by and collaborated with Graham, often also
with Janis Spence. “Graham and Janis were
a dynamic duo, partners in life and art, and
for almost 30 years they collaborated on
creative work – especially in the theatre. I
had the great fortune to be cast as an actor
in plays that were written and directed by
Janis and designed by Graham, like Walking
to Australia. Graham’s keen eye and distinct
graphic style translated so well to the stage
as a set and lighting designer.”

The Light on the Rock project he collaborated
on with Photographer Justin Hall saw them
photographing and videotaping every stained
glass church window on the island. His
own work is in many of them. In a DaVinci
Code-like discovery, it is revealed to me that
Graham hid images in some of the windows.
In the 6 Days of Creation window, there is a
Star of David hidden within the first day, well
hidden I am told “but it is there.” There are
others, but this is the only one I am given
specifics on.

Graham was an audiophile, she continues,
his musical taste running from Pink Floyd
to Nick Cave to Amy Winehouse. His opinion
was very important to Liz, considering it
the highest compliment if Graham liked the
music she was making. "His interests were
broad and he had a genuine curiosity about
everything under the sun.” Hilarious, loyal,
gifted, and a “Scorpio through and through”
are other descriptors she uses.

Clem Curtis recently finished a series of
sketches entitled Not Without Risk, an
homage to Howcroft and a statement on
Graham’s ethic that “work in the arts is worth
it, no matter what.”

The stories, when they start coming, are
mind blowing. Whenever Graham went into a
church to install a window or work, he would
start by sitting at the organ and playing “A
Whiter Shade of Pale.” He was so well versed
in the scriptures he depicted in the windows
that he would often school the minister on
them, and developed lifelong friendships with
some members of the clergy.

The last word goes to Liz Solo in further
explanation of Graham’s dedication to his
work. “He showed us all, by example, how
to live the artist’s life. Graham always ran an
independent studio, always had a practice
going, never stopped working, thinking,
exploring and following his impulses. He
mentored others. Graham taught us that
being an artist is not simply a career choice
or a thing you do for money. It’s a way of
life. You make many sacrifices in order to
maintain the freedom that an artist must, but
there is nothing more important than that
freedom. An artist answers to his or herself.”
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Newfoundland
Poised to Push Past

1,000 RPM
Albums
on the 10th
Anniversary
of Challenge

Conway, Adam Baxter, and Mopey Mumble-

YEAR 4 (2011).

Scene: Micah (Brown, who'd go on to start

Mouse. / Acts it Launched Onto the Scene:

Crop Count: 103 / What Everyone Was

the band Maans), Family Video, Megan

The Domestics, Black Molly (Allison Corbett),

Talking About: The Drows, AE Bridger, Boil

Marshall, Kelly McMichael's Renders

and Thom Coombes. / Fun Fact 1: Terry

Order, The Blossoms (Andrew Wickens). /

moniker, and The Ginger Snaps (Jen Cake

"Teddy Bear Man" O'Reilly used RPM 2008 as

Acts it Launched Onto the Scene: East of

and Aine MacLellan). / Fun Fact 1: Rhubard

a return to writing gritty '60s folk. / Fun Fact

Empire, Georgie & Jomo, and Vic Lou & Brad

Thieves was a solo outlet for Reuben

2: AM/FM Dreams recorded an RPM album

Power's band, Casual Male. / Fun Fact 1:

Canning Finkel, while East of Empire went

in 2008 ... and have every year since, making

2011 was sadly the last time we heard from

dormant. Fog Lake’s Aaron Powell produced

them the only band to have recorded an RPM

Other People, but at least they disapeared

it. It was voted Best RPM of 2014 by readers

every single year. We hope they keep it up; the

with a deadly album title, Secret Joggers.

of The Overcast. / Fun Fact 2: Brian

RPM challenge is the only time we hear from

/ Fun Fact 2: Every year since 2011 has

Downton (Potatobug, Lizband, and JKW)

this great band.

produced over 100 albums! Getting 64 this

has done several RPMs as Personal Space

year to reach 1000 should be a breeze.

Invaders, and Crash Jones. He recorded

YEAR 2 (2009).

BY CHAD PELLEY

Crop Count: 70 Albums / What Everyone

YEAR 5 (2012).

Was Talking About: Vegan Porn, Errand Boy,

Crop Count: 139 / What Everyone Was

Steve Haley, Craig Soper, Patches, and Jerry

Talking About: The Confidence Club (Aine

Stamp's 19-song romp. / Acts it Launched

Lasagne & Annie McEwen), Scrambled Meggz,

Onto the Scene: Pilot to Bombardier, Pet

Jake Nicoll, Stanley and the Befrienders.

Legs, Other People, The Connexions. /

/ Acts it Launched Onto the Scene: Kat

people were encouraged to

Fun Fact 1: Both Bryan Power (Pilot to

McLevey, Knoah Bender, Mary Dear. / Fun

record an album in a month, just

Bombardier) and Rebecca Cohoe (Pet Legs)

Fact 1: PinWermz might be the best example

were playing in The Subtitles at this time, and

of the many gag hip hop RPMs, and if you

thought an RPM might be a fun side project.

listen closely enough to track 1, there's a clue

Rebecca partnered up with her partner, Ian

as to who it is. / Fun Fact 2: 2012 marked

Murphy. Pilot to Bombardier started out as an

a first album from this year's Borealis Music

experiment in a new genre, but he dropped

Prize winner, Jake Nicoll. Heat Lamp was an

the electronic gimmick, wrote from the heart,

instrumental piano album.

In 2008, The Scope heard tell of
an international competition,
The RPM Challenge, where

for the challenge of it; just to
force a creative burst, and have
something tangible and everlasting in your hands at the end
of the month.
In their Issue 49 (Jan. 31, 2008), The Scope
floated the idea to Newfoundland -- hey let's
get in on this? To quote the article, "February
isn’t just for slightly-forced expressions
of love—now it’s also for slightly-forced
expressions of music." Now entering its 10th
year, the challenge has produced a whopping
936 albums, leaving us just 64 albums shy of
the 1000 album mark. That's a lot of music,
and that pile of music has not only helped to

and stunned the city with some straight up

this year’s album (his fifth), from rehab, at
Humberwood’s addictions program. Some of
the album speaks to that.
YEAR 8 (2015).
Crop Count: 135 / What Everyone Was
Talking About: Land of the Lakes, Ilia Nicoll
& Vic Lou, Sad Tax, This Is Terrible, Jeff Cook,
AM/FM Dreams, Clayton Burton, Smiles
Blood. / Acts it Launched Onto the Scene:
Sleepy, Alex Collins & the Accounting Dept.
/ Fun Fact 1: Nick Ryan wrote a rap album
as the famous voice of Jiffy Cabs' dispatcher,
called Cabillac. Jiffy Cabs loved it so much,
they wanted to meet him and give him Jiffy
swag. / Fun Fact 2: The collaboration of Ilia

singer-songwriter gold. / Fun Fact 2: 2009

YEAR 6 (2013).

was Patrick Canning's first RPM recording

Crop Count: 145 / What Everyone Was

(though he produced Black Molly's 2008

Talking About: Caribou Horses, Steve Maloney,

was voted "Best RPM 2015" by Overcast

RPM). Every year since 2009, he has recorded

The Beer Patrice, The Uke Hunts, Hannah

readers. It includes some honest lyrics about

as either SuperGod, Sad Tax, No Culture, or

Banana, Jake Nicoll, Knoah Bender, The

the time they got the shits from some bad

Patrick Canning. His album titles always play

Dilettantes, and The Darts. / Acts it Launched

food while recording.

off the R and P and M in RPM.

Onto the Scene: Lady Brett Ashley, Aaron

Nicoll and Vic Lewis (Drug's Young Dream)

Powell (Fog Lake), Waterfront Fire, uHu (Meg

YEAR 9 (2016).

YEAR 3 (2010).

Harnum & Alison Corbett). Aley Waterman

Crop Count 111 Albums / What Everyone

Crop Count: 83 Albums / What Everyone

put one out, pre-Gala days too, as did Emily

Was Talking About: Pet Legs, Plaid Boys,

Was Talking About: People on Pause, epo

launch many of the acts playing here (Steve

Locke, pre Gem. / Fun Fact 1: Caribou Horses

Shop Class, White Hot Mess, Armahain,

(Swinging Belle Erin Power), Jack Betty

Maloney, Kat McLevey, Pilot to Bombardier),

was Joanna Barker, Annie McEwen, Bryan

Arn Smit, Laura Jean Fraser, No Culture,

(Darren "Boobie" Browne), Vickie Loo, Super

it's forced many of us to learn and embrace a

Power, and Rebecca South. Each songwriter

Weird GF, and the fact AE Bridger was

God, Pet Legs, and Other People. / Acts it

penned a few songs and joined each other

Launched Onto the Scene: Jack E. Tar, Cara

involved with 7 RPMs. / Acts it Launched

singing, or learning the drums. In that sense,

on their contributions. So good. / Fun Fact

Lee Coleman, St. John's Ukulele Orchestra

Onto the Scene: It Could Be Franky, Justin

it's really bolstered the local music scene as

2: 2013 saw a very mentionable for-fun rap

/ Fun Fact 1: This year rivalled any for best

collaboration called Fish Easy, between Allie

band name, including The Coffee Dates, Ice

Elling Lien continues to run NL RPM with his

Duff, Sarah Blackmore, Nathan Day, and

Cream Headaches, Parliament of Owls, and

awesome enterprise of UnpossibleNL. Here`s

Matthew English. Track down "Best Night Ever."

Action Hotdog. / Fun Fact 2: Year 3 melted

DIY approach to barriers like recording, mixing,

much as anything. Today, former Scope editor

a brief history of NL RPM.

Strong, Kate Lahey (Blankets). / Fun Fact
1: Danielle Hamel (Land of the Lakes)
went solo, experimenting with electro-Pop
under the moniker It Could Be Franky. The
album won a MusicNL award, and was tied

some hearts because the kids got involved.

YEAR 7 (2014).

Naomi Russell (12, daughter of Kelly Russell)

Crop Count: 125 / What Everyone

as runner up for The Borealis Music Prize's

YEAR 1 (2008).

submitted a precocially named album Who Am

Was Talking About: Rhubarb Thieves,

shortlist. / Fun Fact 2: The Hashbrowns

Crop Count: 22 Albums What Everyone Was

I, and Nicolas Trnka (10) gave us something

Gloomdance, Sad Tax, Palisades, Andrew

released a very endearing family album that

Talking About: Ritchie Perez & Peter King

funny and weird, and Ego marked a 1 year old's

Stanley, Eras, Geoff Bartlett, and The Glowing

takes the cake for RPM kids music. See

(Ohio Scream), Kira Sheppard, Vic Lewis, Neil

"Avant garde experimentation toddler set.”

Goldstones. / Acts it Launched Onto the

"The Potty Song."
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Fashion Versus
Function
Carole Bestvater,
Fiddling While
Fabulous
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
S tJ o h n S Fa r m e r S m a r k e t.o r g

“This is a yes place”
Carole Bestvater exclaims
with trademark enthusiasm.
Saskatchewan grown, she has
embraced St. John's, and it has
reciprocated.

1 0 a m -3 p m | L i o n S C L u b C h a L e t
{check online for weather cancellations}
mark the DateS!

Jan 14
Feb 04
Feb 18
mar 04

You can find her and her violin rocking Wednesday night
Bluegrass Jams at the Rose and Thistle, playing classical music
with the Newfoundland Symphony Orchestra, or passing on her considerable

mar 18
aPr 01
aPr 22
maY 06
maY 20

skills through the Youth Orchestra and other organizations. St. John's has
said yes to Carole, but it has much to do with the 'attitude of gratitude' she brought with her.
Strong Harbour Strings (SHS) is one project and passion. A performing ensemble
and community organization, it bills itself as "an independent non-profit based in the
Buckmaster's Circle neighbourhood." which offers music education and performance for
kids in the neighbourhood and surrounding areas. The goal is to develop music and also
Sheep will be repeated in the new year. Chamber music, classical performed by a small
group, is done in a spontaneous, relaxed setting by trained classical musicians. You can
feel the magic. Demystifying classical music for the audience, they break barriers.
It's a busy life, from formal shows to casual jams, and Carole's look is always on point as
she moves from one setting to the next effortlessly. Her secret ... stretchy fabric and lose
shoulders to allow arm movement (blazers are generally a no), and classic black basics
that can be layered with fun, colourful pieces to move from a
symphony show to a bar show.

Best
Kind
Get the shirt

at Johnny Ruth
& Living Planet.
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PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/CAROLE.BESTVATER

life skills such as discipline and focus. Unique fundraisers SHS held last year at the Black

NOW OPEN!
Lashes / Facials / Manicure / Pedicure
Spray Tanning / Microblading / Waxing
WALK-INS AVAILABLE

134 Water Street, 2nd Floor (709) 747-6300
@ R U BY R O S E B E AU T Y B A R

R U BY R O S E B E AU T Y B A R

R E TA I L

THE ENTHUSIAST!

Let Us Be Your Tool Box

Getting
into Skiing,
Snowshoeing,
Snowboarding

St. John's Tool Library
to Open in February
BY LAUREN POWER

Doing things right means choosing

BY LAUREN POWER

means finding something to
love about it. If you want to get
enthusiastic about winter, look
to Sweden: their winters are
colder, darker, and more intense,
but people embrace the season
by schussing out into the great
outdoors via ski or snowshoe.
If you're going to flip the script and start
loving winter, you need to be prepared. As
the Swedish say, "There is no bad weather,
only bad clothing." Good clothing doesn't
have to be expensive; you probably already
own everything you need to suit up for a
romp in the snow. Dress warm and in layers.
Your base layer (closest to your skin) is there
to regulate your body temperature, so it
should be close fitting and breathable. Your
mid-layer is your insulation, so think warmth
without weight; you don't want to restrict
your movement. Finally, your outer shell
should ideally be something waterproof.
Also, bring a change of clothing for after, so
you won't be sogged the whole way home.
You can rent waxless classic cross country ski

they're happening all the way to the end of
March. This type of sport attracts passionate
folk, so the coaches love to teach and help
people improve their skiing. It's a whole
lifestyle thing.
There's a lot of variety in ski styles, so it
always pays to ask around when you're
ready to buy. "It is recommended that most
beginners should purchase combi skis and
boots, so the skier has the flexibility to skate
or classic," says Jeffrey Cameron, head coach
at Avalon Nordic.
The Avalon Nordic Ski Club (avalonnordic.
ca) is registered non-profit and volunteerrun club that offers programs and services
in recreational and competitive cross
country skiing. The club offers a variety of
programs and services, including year-round
programming for adults and kids, and weekly
back-country tours with a club leader on
wilderness trails around the Avalon Peninsula.
They plan social events, too, so it's a pretty
handy way to meet people that are into brisk
activities. "Go out skiing with a friend … it’s
always more enjoyable when with someone!"
says Cameron. "Pippy Park trailer park is a
great location that is normally very busy with
skiers of all levels on a nice sunny Saturday or
Sunday afternoon."

equipment (ski poles, ski boots, and skis) or
snowshoes at Pippy Park for the affordable price

Adventuring with others is also a safety

of $5.00 an hour. If you want to learn how to ski,

precaution. To be the safest you can be, let

or improve your technique, Avalon Nordic offers

someone know where you're going, and

lunchtime ski lessons every Tuesday and Friday

when you expect to be back. Check the ski

between 12-1pm at Pippy Park.

conditions before you head out (available on

the right tool is at the hardware
store (with a hefty price tag), we
often decide to improvise. That's when
projects get wrecked and injuries happen.
St. John's Tool Library is a new initiative, setting out to make tools available to
everybody. "We have circular saws, hand saws, hammers, screwdriver and socket sets,
clamps, and mitre saws, wrenches and Shop-Vacs..." says Ian Froude, founder and
Executive Director of the initiative, listing off a few of the tools on hand.
For $75 per year, members get access to the whole inventory for week-long rentals. The
shop will open in late February, but memberships are currently available. More than 60
have been sold so far. "The St. John's Tool Library is a not-for-profit tool lending service
for anyone in our city who wants access to the hand and power tools they need to do
projects in their home, garden, neighbourhood or small business," says Froude. "We are
an innovation that reduces costs to individuals and the planet."
The arrangement is similar to car sharing, co-working space and others. By providing
a place where people can borrow tools instead of buying, or renting, it reduces the cost
of doing projects in your own neighbourhood, home, and garden. "We all want fresh and
local food, but getting set up to grow in your backyard is sometimes a challenge, says
Froude. "We want to make that easier by providing the tools to be able to do it."
Beyond the convenience, Froude has big goals for the project. "Our goals are to reduce
waste produced by the manufacture and shipping of hundreds, or thousands of tools that
are sitting in basements or sheds unused, or underused," says Froude.
As for cost, the $75 fee was decided with middle and low-income individuals in mind.
"Cost is a barrier to many people to do home renovations, DIY projects, and more," says
Froude. "A $75 membership goes a lot further than $75 spent on buying a tool. Members
get access to thousands of dollars of tools for their $75."
It takes a village to build a tool shed, so Tool Library is accepting hand
and power tool donations of any sort. "If the tools need a little
TLC, we will take those as well, says Froude. "We will even
come pick them up, so no hassle on the donors part."

Avalon Nordic’s website/twitter/Facebook).
Outfitters (220 Water Street) hosts Friday
night snowshoe hikes for $10 per person
(plus rentals, should you need them). The
hikes are 5km, last about 2 to 2.5 hours, and

R E TA I L

Also, GPS is great, but you can't exactly
Google Maps your way out of the back

Visit their website at stjohnstoollibrary.ca

country. Ski smart, and you'll have a whole
new season to look forward to.
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Making it through the winter

the right tool for the job. But when

Serenity Now
Self Care for
Crazy Times

ONE YOU’RE DOING IT NOW
The quickest way to chill out a busy mind or
tense body is to focus on your breath. Close
your eyes and check in with the breath -the speed, depth, where it’s happening in
the body. Place your hands on your lower
abdomen and focus on sending the breath
right down into the bottom of your belly,
then exhaling to completely empty the
lungs. Do this ten times or until you forget
what was worrying you.

BY HOPE JAMIESON BAGGS
OF NOVA YOGA

The weather’s bleak, work is
stressful, Donald Trump is
president; these are emotionally
trying times to live in. While
you deal with all the stresses of
life happening around you, the
things that sustain your health
and happiness often fall to the
bottom of the long list of things
to do. Try these five quick

TWO CHECK IN WITH YOURSELF
Close your eyes and picture your body.
Starting from your feet, tense and release
each body part, inhaling to squeeze and
exhaling to release. Finally, inhale to
squeeze your whole body tight and then
relax everything with a big sigh. Often we’re
not aware of just how much tension is living
in our bodies until we deliberately let it go!
THREE MOVE YOUR BODY
It doesn’t have to be for a long time and it
doesn’t have to be a big deal -- stand up

techniques to inch yourself
further up that list!

and stretch up, out and down. Put on a
barn-burner and dance in your kitchen. Go
for a walk around the block. Shake each
limb, your head, and then your whole body
for a count of 8. Exercise, even in small
amounts, clears your mind and improves
your mood. Get some.

FIVE DO NICE THINGS
What tiny gifts of attention and care can
you give yourself? Give yourself permission
to treat yourself like you treat another
person whom you love. Make a beautiful
meal, set the table nicely and light a candle,
even if it’s just you. Take a bath and make
yourself look and smell really good. Put
on your favourite clothes for no occasion
in particular. Neglect something you don’t
want to do in favour of something that
fires you up. Engage in the art of enjoying
enjoyable things without guilt. It takes
practice, so start now.

FOUR CONNECT WITH OTHER
HUMANS
The urge to hibernate during the winter
months is strong. Seek out some human
connection. Call a friend and catch up.
Invite people over even if your house is
messy. No man is an island, even on an
island, so build a bridge. Bonus points if
Especially when we find ourselves in the
your human connection involves some sort
trap of persistent busy-ness, silencing
of service to your community
the anxiety that you ought to be doing
-- volunteer for something
something besides caring for yourself
you feel passionate
can be a challenge. Remember
about, bring a meal to
that you are happier, healthier
a family experiencing
and more effective at doing what
The urge to hibernate
illness or loss. Do
you uniquely have to offer when
during the winter
good for people, and
you take time to replenish your
months is strong. Seek
out some human
you’ll feel good, too.
stores of energy. Enjoy!
connection.

THE ARTS & CULTURE CENTRE AND MIGHTYPOP PRESENT

ROSE
COUSINS

with special guest

HANNAH
GEORGAS

APRIL 19

‘NATURAL CONCLUSION’ ALBUM RELEASE TOUR

with

special

MARK

APRIL

3

•

guest

ERELLI

LSPU

ST. JOHN’S
ARTS AND
CULTURE
CENTRE

HALL

on sale now
at LSPU HALL
BOX OFFICE,
by phone at
753-4531, or
www.rca.nf.ca
r osecousins .com

8PM
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WWW.MIGHTYPOP.CA

FACEBOOK.COM/MIGHTYPOP
TWITTER.COM/MIGHTYPOP
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WITH
VERY SPECIAL GUEST
MISCELLANY

A Monthly Crash Course
in Culture & Enlightenment
Food & Drink 101

Know What Gin Is

If Hemmingway had his way, this is all we'd drink. Gin is a clear
spirit, distinct from other spirits, because it undergoes 2 rounds of
distillation, whereas whiskey, vodka, and rum only undergo 1 round. (A quick note on distilling:
alcohol boils at a lower temp than water (78C), so it can be extracted from water by boiling the
gross soup of yeast, wet grains, water, and CO2 formed in the process of making alcohol. When
the gaseous gin cloud cools, it rains down into a vat on the other end of the distilling machine.)
For gin, the first round of distillation produces a base spirit similar to vodka. The second round of
distillation flavours that base spirit with selected botanicals, the most prominent of which HAS
TO BE juniper (hence gin's woody, resinous flavour). But a gin producer can make their product
distinct by adding other botanical flavours in this process, like lime peel or coriander. Hendrick's
Gin is fabulous, and achieves its flavour by adding a little cucumber and rose. Hendrick's is a
little more pricy than most gins, but it's a steal for its price point. Tanqueray No. 10 is a popular
gin in Canada, and it goes full citrus fusion by adding grapefruit, orange, and lime upon second
distillation. If you have a nice bottle of gin, like Hendrick's or Uncle Val's, a standard gin martini is
a simple recipe to commit to memory (1 shot of gin, 1 shot of dry vermouth, a twist of lemon).

Artsy Fartsy 101

Know About the First
Troubled Artist

For a teenager who killed himself at 17, poet Thomas Chatterton remains one of art's
biggest symbols of society valueing the wrong things. It matters greatly when he died. It
was at the beginning of the Romantic Period (1750-1900), when books and paintings all
reacted to the changing world. This was the time when industrialization, urbanization,
secularization, and consumerism were taking root. The big thinkers and artists of this time
became very sentimental, expressive, and well, romantic in how they thought about what
matters in the world. They encouraged the public to focus on quests for personal freedoms
from societal norms, and the pursuit of one's own goals over those of their state's. At this
time in history, it seemed like society's goal was to suck out our imagination and personal
desires, and replace those ambitions with making money (and rational decisions) over
flights of fancy. So when Thomas Chatterton swallowed arsenic because no one would
publish his poems about beauty and wisdom, he became a symbol for the changing world's
misguided, destructive values. His family was pressuring him to become a lawyer, as it was
a more practical and affluent profession than what was in his heart (being a poet), and the
Romantic Era was all about pursuing what was in your heart. In that sense, Chatterton is
the prototype of the sensitive, doomed artist rejected by a money-driven society, and forced
to live in a terribly misguided world that has lost focus on what's important in life beyond
paying one's bills on time, and seeming together to our neighbours.

MISCELLANY

World Travel 101

Know What The Lumilinna
Snow Castle Is

The Northern end of Finland is the Lapland region, and every December since 1996,
the Lapland town of Kemi has built the world's largest snow fort. The "Lumilinna Snow
Castle" opens in late January, and lasts until the snow has melted away, at which point,
usually in April, snowplows toss the remains into the Baltic sea. What's cool about the
Lumilinna Castle is that every year it's made by a different designer, and given a different
theme. For example, 2007's theme was "The Sea." This year's theme is celebrating
Finland's 100 years of independence. Visitors can eat and sleep there, and check out light
shows and ice sculptures related to the theme. The restaurant is big, at 200 seats, and
the menu draws a crowd -- where better to try cream of reindeer soup? Parents can even
christen their kids in its chapel, and many couples go there to get married. The castle's
private hotel rooms might be cold (-5 degrees celcius), but the fleece-lined sleeping bags
are so warm they recommend you strip down to your undies. Hot Tip: keep the next
day's clothes in a bag so they stay warm. The town of Kemi is a 90-minute flight from the
tourist mecca of Helsinki, but clearly an experience of a life time. The restaurant's chairs
are blocks of ice covered in reindeer fur, and activities for guests include everything from
its intense opening ceremony or "donut driving" lessons (yes spinning around on ice in a
car), to ice fishing and ice sculpting lessons.

Global Issues 101

Know about the Rohingya
People's Crisis

Myanmar is formerly known as Burma, home of the famed Burmese Cat, and is
located in Southeast Asia, where it borders with places like China, Thailand, and India.
Despite the fact there's reference to its "Rohingya people" dating as far back as 1799,
this Muslim population in Rakhine State are viewed as illegal immigrants, and they've
become one of the most persecuted minorities in the world. The UN has described the
treatment of this Muslim group as "crimes against humanity." Over 100,000 of them
are forced, by authorities, to live in camps for "internally displaced persons," where UN
probes have uncovered evidence of "summary executions, enforced disappearances,
arbitrary arrests and detention, torture, and forced labour." In 2015, thousands of
Rohingyas fled by boat to places like Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand. Hundreds
of them died at sea. In late 2016, military forces and extremist Buddhists started a
crackdown on Rohingya Muslims, after an attack on border guard police camps. The
crackdown has seen killings, gang rapes, and the burning down of over
one thousand buildings by Burmese military forces. Over 65,000
Rohingyas have fled. Neighbouring country, Malaysia,
has been taking the biggest stand. Its Prime Minister
is calling on Myanmar's government to cease all
discriminatory action, and in late January, contributed
RM10 million to assist in humanitarian efforts
and social rehabilitation projects for the Rohingya
community, and he called on Muslim countries to
band together and lead international action over the
plight of Myanmar's Rohingya Muslims.
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Get Cultured!

Star Gazing
FEBRUARY
Horoscopes

ACROSS
3. Local political writer,
currently writing for Vice
Magazine. Drew who?
5. There is a restaurant
downtown called The
Reluctant ? 7. What bank
sponsors the Cineplex
movie theatre at the Avalon Mall?
8. Eastern ? is a popular art gallery and
cultural hub on Harbour Drive.

townie

Cross

word

ARIES. You're driving through town
hitting all the red lights. Then you realize
you can fly. That speeds things up.
TAURUS. Too much hard energy at
month's beginning, grating your soft shell.
Bend or you'll break, calm returns.

feb

CANCER. Jupiter retrograde on the
6th makes the month for you. Slow it down
and you'll navigate all the air/fire vibes
in style.

1

2

3

GEMINI. Organize fast. It's all good till the
watery energy gets out of hand for you
late month, plan "you time" then.

DOWN
1. This type of long vehicle was in
the news way too much in January
(2 words). 2. Local tough guy Gavin
'Guv'nor" Tucker just signed on with
this fighting affiliation 4. "Clyde Lied."
Clyde who? 6. Fill in the blank:
"Gotta get yer [?] b'y!"

4

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

5

6

LEO. You own the full moon, you are the
night, make it magic. Venus hits Aries on
the 3rd. Voila, you're superfly.

Across

Down

Paul McCartney met John Lennon
was 16. Paul went to a
1. This type of long vehicle was in the when
newsLennon
way too
party where Lennon's teenage band,
much in January (2 words).
The Quarrymen, were playing.

LIBRA. Symbolized by the scale, you
3. Local political writer, currently writing for Vice
need balance. Do whatever you have to
Magazine. Drew who?
do to hold onto it this month.

moon. Run TO all passionate,
Avaloncreative
Mall?
endeavors, things that make your heart
FEBRUARY
13
8. Eastern ? is a popular art gallery
and cultural
hub on
beat faster.

Harbour Drive.

SAGITTARIUS. You ride the lightening
pretty well, going from loveball to
dreambar as the month progresses. Own it.
CAPRICORN. Early month Mercury has
your back, talk your face off. Slow the
tongue on the 7th, enjoy plans and actions.
AQUARIUS. The sun is in your sign till
the 18th, there are flashes of brilliance.
Full moon, don't confuse brilliance with
temporary insanity.
PISCES. Jupiter's retrograde helps till
the sun / Mercury make the transit to your
sign late month.Then, you run this. The
new moon is for ritual.

Fundraising for the Arts 101
Facilitated by Tammy Davis
(United Way of NL)
FEBRUARY 27
Stewardship Best Practices

FEBRUARY 27
Handling Personal Information
+
Fundraising Code of Ethics
Facilitated by Melissa Royle and
Megan Sheppard (Benson Buffett)

The expression "Spill the Beans"
means "tell me all your secrets" or
"tell me what you're thinking." The
phrase refers to an ancient Greek
voting practice. Each voter put a black
or white bean into a pot or helmet,
with black meaning "yes" and a white
bean meaning "no" (or vice versa).
After all votes were cast, they would
"spill the beans" to tally the vote and
see what everyone thought.

Africa is larger than China, USA, and
Basically Europe combined ... yet the
world pays little attention to the many
big news stories happening there.

8

FOCUS ON
FUNDRAISING
WORKSHOPS
5. There is a restaurant downtown
called The Reluctant ?
FORmovie
ARTISTS
SCORPIO. Run AWAY7.
from
this bank
full sponsors the Cineplex
What
theatre at the

Silver cars get in fewer accidents.
I.e, they get hit less by idiot drivers.

Science has proven that where
two people go for a first date -- or
spontaneously meet and have the
equivalent of a first date -- will
significantly impact how their
relationship goes.

7

VIRGO. Withstanding the Leo full
moon/ lunar eclipse on the 10th, you
handle the month like a champ. The 18th
to the 25th, excel.

And Now
You Know…

2. Local tough guy Gavin 'Guv'nor" Tucker just signed on
with this fighting affiliation
A person who gives their opinion
on things they do not have sufficient
knowledge to be preaching about is
MARCH6.13Fill in the blank: "Gotta get yer [?] b'y!"
said to be an "Ultracrepidarian." For
Fundraising Operations Toolkit
example, half of your Facebook friends.
+

4. "Clyde Lied." Clyde who?

Planning for Fundraising Success!
Both sessions facilitated by Edie Newton
(Children’s Wish Foundation)
APRIL 3
Third Party Event
Fundraising
+
Artist Roundtable

A big thank you to members of our community,
including the Law Foundation of NL, for contributing
time, services, and resources in support of local arts.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED.

businessandartsnl.com/seminars

Farting relieves more than gas: it can
lower your blood pressure too.
If bitten by a boomslang snake, you'll
bleed from your eyes.
"Butterflies in your stomach" is
actually a stress response, not
exactly a lovey-dovey one. But
hey, slightly stressed people retain
information better.
In Britain, a pregnant woman can pee
wherever she damn well pleases: on
your shoe, in a cop car, wherever.

Across: 3 - Brown 5 - Chef 7 - Scotiabank 8 - Edge Down: 1 - School Bus 2 - UFC 4 - Wells 6 - Moose
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MISCELLANY

For School Matinees (at the LSPU Hall or at your school),
Please contact: communications@rca.nf.ca

Download The
Overcast App
for your phone
Read all our articles with
the click of a button.
AVAILABLE
ON ALL MOBILE
PLATFORMS
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Catherine Bolduc. La Femme dans la lune / Her head in the clouds (detail) (2016). Mixed media. Image courtesy of the artist.

FIVE NEW

EXHIBITIONS

PUBLIC OPENING RECEPTION

Friday, February 3, 2017
7:30 pm (Doors open at 7 pm)

Featuring performances by Ursula Johnson and D’Arcy Wilson

WHY CAN’T MINIMAL
January 14 – April 9, 2017

Guest curated by John G. Hampton
Artists: John Boyle-Singfield, Tammi Campbell, Liza Eurich, Louise Lawler, John Marriott, Jennifer
Marman & Daniel Borins, Ken Nicol, Jon Sasaki, John Wood and Paul Harrison
Exhibition organized and circulated by the Art Museum at the University of Toronto and made possible
in part by a grant from the Ontario Arts Council’s National and International Touring program, and the
support of The Canada Council for the Arts.

MYRIAM YATES: ISLAND, LYLE
January 14 - April 9, 2017

LEISURE: NARRATIVE NO. 9
January 18 – December 5, 2017

IN SOME FAR PLACE
February 4 – April 23, 2017
Artists: Stephen Brace, Adam David Brown, Sara Cwynar, David R. Harper, Ursula Johnson,
Maryse Larivière, Rhonda Pelley, Benny Nemerofsky Ramsay, Charles Stankievech,
Yinka Shonibare MBE, D’Arcy Wilson, and artists from The Rooms Permanent Collection

CATHERINE BOLDUC: LA FEMME DANS LA LUNE/
HER HEAD IN THE CLOUDS
February 4 – April 23, 2017

to find our

inspiration

www.therooms.ca | 757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

